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Foreword

Since. Botswana. gained. its. independence. in. 1966. a. number. of. cooperating.
partners. have. assisted. in. the. development. of. the. road. sector. including. the.
Norwegian.Agency.for.Development.Cooperation.(Norad)..The.support.in.the.
form. of. technical. assistance. and. collaborative. research. provided. by. the. UK.
Department.for.International.Development.is.particularly.acknowledged..While.
this.booklet.focuses.on.the.assistance.provided.by.Norad.in.the.development.of.
the.road.sector.in.Botswana,.the.complementary.contributions.made.by.all.the.
cooperating.partners.should.be.equally.recognized.

The.Botswana.Roads.Department.and.the.Norwegian.Public.Roads.Administration.
(NPRA).have.had. fruitful. cooperation. for.more. than. three.decades.at. a. time.
of.rapid.changes.and.numerous.accomplishments.within. the.road.sector..The.
cooperation.during.this.period.has.benefited.both.parties.significantly,.not.only.
by.a. two-way.transfer.of.professional.knowledge,.but.also.with.regard.to. the.
human.aspects..Many.close. ties.of.a.social.nature.have.been.established.and.
maintained.through.the.close.contact.between.staff.from.the.two.organisations.
in.spite.of.the.vast.geographical.distance.between.their.places.of.work.

Despite. the.phasing.out.of. the.financial. support.by.Norad. to. the. road. sector.
in.2002,.the.Institutional.Cooperation.still.continues.between.Botswana.Roads.
Department. and. the.NPRA..The.Government. of.Botswana.provides.most. of.
the.financial. resources,.but.a.small.contribution.still.comes.from.Norad..The.
continuation.of.the.Institutional.Cooperation.between.the.two.organisations.is.a.
clear.indication.of.the.benefit.seen.by.both.parties.

This. booklet. is. an. endeavour. to. summarize. the. long. lasting. cooperation. be-
tween.Botswana.Roads.Department,.NPRA.and.Norad..It.has.been.compiled.on.
the.basis.of.a.number.of.documents.produced.over.the.cooperation.period,.in.
addition.to.interviews.with.key.personnel..

Gaborone,.September.2007. . Gaborone,.September.2007
. . . .
. . . . . .
. . . .
. . . .
E..K..Masimega.. . . Kjell.Bjørvig
Director.of.Roads. . . Director.General.
Roads.Department. . . Norwegian.Public
Botswana.. . . . Roads.Administration. . .
. . . . .
. .
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Overview - Major Achievements 

Rapid development and cooperation
In the early 1970s there were approximately 160 km of paved roads in Botswana 
and the country was among the 10 poorest in the world. The socio-economic 
development was hampered largely by an inadequate road infrastructure, in 
a vast country with unevenly distributed population. During the subsequent 
three decades the Government of Botswana made tremendous efforts in 
developing this infrastructure, to which a number of cooperating partners 
from many countries contributed..

During the first two decades Norway was one of the main cooperation partners 
in the road sector, whereby Norad funded approximately 20% of Botswana’s 
total investment in the road sector, supporting management and network 
development. It should be recognised that a number of other organisations 
were involved side by side with Norad in the development of the road sector in 
Botswana. They include AA, ADB, ADF, BADEA, CIDA, DANIDA, SIDA, EEC, 
IBRD, IDA, Kuwait, Kfw, DFID, UNCDF and USAID. ..1).Abbreviations,.see.page.44

By 2007 the paved road network had increased in length to about 6400 km, 
having an asset value estimated to 10 billions Pula. 

Bobonong

Ngoma

Development of the paved road network from 1972 to 2007
1972  1986  2007
Under construction by 2007
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Norad contribution to several sectors
The Norad development assistance to Botswana from 1971 to 2002 amounted 
to a total of about NOK 1,8 billions for disbursement in the following sectors: 
Health, Roads, Rural Development, Environmental Activities, The Norwegian 
Volunteer Services, Non-Governmental Organisations, Women Activities, 
Cultural Activities, Commercial Cooperation and Telecommunications. The 
Road sector amounted to 16% of Norad’s total contribution to Botswana.

The cooperation started in 1972, and in 2002, after 30 years of cooperation, 
Norway decided to conclude the financial assistance to Botswana. The decision 
was due to the steadily growing, and well-managed economy, which had taken 
Botswana out of the list of the poorest countries in the world. However, the 
Botswana Roads Department has continued to enjoy a fruitful cooperation 
with the Norwegian Public Roads Administration in a number of areas 
pertaining to road management and technology, using their own funding from 
the national coffers.

Summary of Major Achievements 

Roads are needed for development in all sectors
The rapid development of the road infrastructure in Botswana would not have 

been sustainable - as it evidently is - unless it had 
taken place with a strong focus on training and 
with localisation as a major aim. The building of 
the organisations within Roads Department and 
the establishment of the Roads Training Centre 
(RTC) have been instrumental in this development. 

Importantly the RTC has provided training for personnel in many technical 
skills, such as plant operators, where RTC provided the only training programme 
in the country. The majority of the technical staff at Roads Department were 
originally trained at RTC and many of them have proceeded to further studies 
at professional level.

Training and sustainability
The rapid development of the road infrastructure in Botswana would not 
have been sustainable - as it evidently is - unless it had taken place with a 
strong focus on training and with localisation as a major aim. The building 
of the organisations within Roads Department and the establishment of the 
Roads Training Centre (RTC) have been instrumental in this development. 
Importantly the RTC has provided training for personnel in many technical 
skills, such as plant operators, where RTC provided the only training programme 
in the country. The majority of the technical staff at Roads Department were 
originally trained at RTC and many of them have proceeded to further studies 
at professional level.

Women who have benefited from the training being offered in the road 
sector have experienced economic empowerment by achieving skills that are 

highly desirable in a country experiencing high 
economic growth. This is true for many types and 
levels of skills. Those who received training have 
experienced a major opening up of opportunities 
that were otherwise not available to them. This 
training was organised at the Field Training Unit 

Overview - Major Achievements

Health care, social 
services and business 

opportunities could not 
be adequately developed 
in areas that were beyond 

reach by road.

A large number of female 
supervisory staff received 

their training through 
the programme for 

construction of labour 
intensive methods.

Labour intensive road construction.

Primary education is well developed in Botswana.

Today most rural dwellers in Botswana have access 
to piped water.
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and the RTC, in addition to the practical training at the large number of 
construction sites where Norad was a major cooperating partner. 

The Rural Roads programme that was commissioned with Norad involvement 
has over the years been a major practical training 
ground for personnel at all levels including 
administration and supply personnel. This training 
has ranged from building-up of the skills of manual 
labourers and artisans to producing high-level 
engineers in postgraduate practice. The private 

sector in Botswana has had the benefit of employing e.g. well-trained Batswana 
mechanics, builders, operators and construction workers, which has facilitated 
the fast economic growth in the country.

Technology transfer and Institutional Cooperation
Through the Rural Roads programme, a considerable amount of research and 
development of technical methods for construction of sealed low-volume roads 
took place. The unique feature of this research work is that it was a concrete 
answer to the direct needs of a viable construction programme, i.e. in order 

to be able to construct durable all-weather roads 
economically in the remote areas, one needed 
non-traditional solutions, of which the early 
introduction of the bituminous Otta seal and the 
combinations with bituminous sand seals was a 
major technological breakthrough. Being research 
that was tied directly to operational construction, 

it was possible to try new methods on a large scale and to assess the results 
much sooner than is commonly the case in research on road technology. This 
work provided unique technical standards for Botswana at an early stage and 
the practice of using economical and very durable bituminous Otta seals that 
also extended to large parts of the main road network. The introduction of 
the Otta seal has reduced the total annual cost of providing bituminous sealed 
roads in Botswana, and will continue to make cost savings in the future, as the 
method is now well embedded in the contracting industry.

The close cooperation between Roads Department and the Norwegian Public 
Roads Administration over the years has lead to an extension and formalisation 
of the cooperation even after Norad concluded their active involvement in 

Botswana. This Institutional Cooperation continues 
on direct funding provided primarily by Botswana 
with a small contribution from Norad. On-going 
work includes major components such as the 
development of a new generation of standards for 

design, construction and maintenance of roads. Besides dealing with technical 
issues, the Guidelines address topics within broader fields such as Environmental 
Impact Assessments and topics on management of the road network.

Overview - Major Achievements 

The use of Otta seals had 
by 2001 given a total 

saving to Botswana that 
amounts to the cost of 
constructing the entire 
600 km Trans-Kalahari 

Highway.

The successful 
introduction and further 

expansion of labour based 
routine maintenance was  

part of the programme.

Conventional
chip seal

Otta seal

100 %

60 %

Life-cycle cost per square metre over a 20 year’s 
period.

A large part of the 
management in Roads 

Department has 
developed their technical 
skills whilst working with 

the Rural Roads.
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Year Project with 
Norad support

Year Main components Funding, mil-
lions NOK  1)

Man-years of  assistance 

1���

1��0

1���

BOT 004

1974 
- 1989

Four main components, financial and technical. Implemen-
tation of a Pavement Monitoring Programme and technical 
assistance to Administration and RTC.

209

Rural Roads: 148 
Roads Dep.: 33 
RTC: 14 
TOTAL: 195

        

BOT 025
1989- 
1993

Main components: Secondment of Technical Assistance 
to RD. Provision of short-term consultancies. Institutional 
Cooperation and support to seminars workshops etc.

45

Rural Roads: 41 
Roads Dep.: 2 
RTC: 7 
TOTAL: 50

1���

1���

Continued  
BOT 025

1993- 
1995

Main components tech. assistance to RD, Institutional 
Cooperation, financial support and training.

22 4

1���

New pro-
gramme

1995- 
1998

Main components Technical assistance to RD, Institutional 
Cooperation, financial support and training.

15 6

�00�

1998-
2002

Labour based road construction and maintenance,           
Research, Development of technical standards and 
improved management procedures. 

Continued to actual completion in 2007.

13 8

�00�

2005

 – 

2010

Institutional Cooperation between RD and NPRA. The main 
component is the revision of the Botswana Roads Design 
Manual and Standard Specifications for Road and Bridge 
Works.

23 6

TOTAL: 269
1) The figures are those amounts allocated, i.e. not adjusted to reflect the present value. 

Norad’s input to the road sector since 1974.

Overview - Major Achievements

Norad in the road sector - facts and figures
From the end of the 1990s a minimal contribution to the road sector was 
obtained from outside Botswana. About 90% of the funding for construction 
of new roads has since that time come from the Government of Botswana, 
which was extended to cover completely all road rehabilitation projects. 

The table shows the Norad input to Roads Department since 1974. In addition 
a considerable number of Norwegian engineers assisted the District Councils 
in Labour Intensive Methods.

2010
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Establishing new ties in cooperation

At.the.time.of.independence.in.September.1966.Botswana.was.listed.as.one.of.
the.least.developed.countries.in.the.world..The.large,.landlocked.country.with.a.
population.of.less.than.a.million.was.under.the.pressure.of.sharing.borders.with.
minority.ruled.regimes.such.as.the.white.apartheid.regime.of.South.Africa.to.
the.south,.Zimbabwe.(Southern.Rhodesia.at.the.time).to.the.east.and.Namibia.
(South.West.Africa.at.the.time).to.the.west.

The.Botswana.Government.was.faced.with.the.task.of.developing.a.totally.new.
transportation.infrastructure,.health.facilities,.schools,.etc..and.realized.that.a.
sound.and.balanced.road.infrastructure.was.a.precondition.for.the.socio-economic.
development.of.the.country..There.was.however.a.lack.of.skilled.personnel.and.
no.local.road.contractors.in.the.country..The.logical.solution.for.a.rapid.start.
of.development.processes.was. to.appeal. to. the. international.community,. and.
consequently.in.the.early.1970s.Botswana.approached.the.Nordic.countries.for.
support..The.Nordic.countries.willingly.provided.their.support.as.the.Botswana.
Government.pursued.a.democratic.course.with.respect.for.basic.human.rights.

In. early. 1972. representatives. from. the. Botswana. Government. arrived. in.
Norway.for.consultations.with.Norad.for.possible.development.assistance..The.
then.Vice.President.Dr..Quett.Ketumile.Joni.Masire.and.Mr..Festus.Gontebanye.
Mogae,.then.Permanent.Secretary.of.the.Ministry.of.Finance.and.Development.
Planning,.were.part.of. the.Botswana.delegation..As.we.now.know.they. later.
became.respectively.the.2nd.and.3rd.Presidents.of.the.Republic.of.Botswana...

Evidently. the.Botswana. delegation. found. common.ground.with. the.Govern-
ment.of.Norway.as.the.first.bilateral.programme.was.signed.between.Norway.
and.Botswana. later. in. the. same. year,. and. bilateral. development. cooperation.
was.subsequently.established..In.1973.the.road.and.health.sector.development.
programmes.commenced..In.1974.Norad.opened.a.resident.office.in.Gabororne.
and.the.Norwegian.Volunteer.Service.started.work.in.Botswana..

The.reasons.given.by.the.Norwegian.Government.for.entering.into.development.
cooperation.with.Botswana.were.the.following:..3)

Botswana.was.on.the.list.of.the.10.least.developed.nations.in.the.world,.as..
set.out.in.a.UN.resolution.of.1971.
The.difficult.geopolitical.situation,.i.e..landlocked.and.surrounded.by.South.
Africa,.South.West.Africa.(Namibia).and.the.regime.of.Southern.Rhodesia.
(Zimbabwe),.which.were.all.put.under.international.sanctions.
Botswana.had.complied.with.the.UN.resolution.on.sanctions.against..
Southern.Rhodesia.
A. high. level. of. confidence. in. Botswana’s. political. leadership. and.
administrative.capacities..This.was.in.the.expectation.that.political.leaders.
and.senior.Government.officials.would.be.able.to.create.conditions.within.
a.conducive.environment.in.which.Norwegian.assistance.might.be.expected.
to. contribute. effectively. to. programmes. designed. to. combat. widespread.
poverty.in.the.country.

•

•

•

•

This geopolitical location put Botswana in a 
challenging situation regarding development, 
particularly seen in the light of the Botswana 
Government’s clear stand to comply with the 
United Nations resolution of imposing sanctions 
against Southern Rhodesia, today Zimbabwe.

The Way it Started

Sustainable development of the rural areas was 
a vital goal for the Botswana Government. The 
Government recognized that the rural population 
needed road access for development of social serv-
ices, schools, health care, agricultural production 
and other commercial activity.

3).Christian.Michelsens.Institute,.1988..“Botswana, Country Study and Norwegian Aid Review”,..
pages.vi.and.vii.
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From sand tracks to bitumen roads

Early focus on the rural areas
The. Government. of. Botswana. and. the. Norwegian. Agency. for. Development.
Cooperation,.Norad,.had.a.common.focus.on.the.development.of.Botswana’s.
rural. areas. in.order. to.benefit. the.poorest. and.most.disadvantaged.groups.of.
the.population..The.Norad.contribution.was.focused.largely.on.health.care.and.
rural.development.programmes.to.improve.the.social.and.economic.conditions.
for.remote.area.dwellers..Support.to.the.road.sector,.in.particular.towards.the.
establishment.of.a.network.of.rural.roads,.formed.part.of.the.road.programmes.
that.would.ensure.access.to.all.populated.areas..Other.objectives.included.the.
training.of.the.local.work.forces,.the.development.of.a.local.“know-how”.and.
the.establishment.of.other.new. institutions. in. the. road.sector.. In. this.manner.
the. secondary. road. sector. programme. became. a. facilitator. for. sustainable.
development.in.the.rural.areas.

The.“Rural.Roads.Project”.was.the.first.project.implemented.by.Norad,.follow-
ing.the.recommendations.given.in.the.Appraisal.report.of.1972..

Development of the road network
The.Government.of.Botswana.had.to.work.on.two.fronts.in.developing.the.road.
network,.namely.the.primary.and.the.secondary.networks..The.main.roads.were.
obviously.important.as.they.connect.the.main.towns.and.provided.international.
road.links..However,.the.secondary.roads.provided.access.to.the.more.remote.
villages. and. were. therefore. vital. to. the. development. of. infrastructure. and. a.
direct.benefit.to.the.rural.population..This.included.schools.and.health.clinics.as.
well.as.administrative.and.commercial.establishments.

The.main.road.projects.were.prioritised.on.the.basis.of.a.cost.versus.social.and.
economic.benefit.appraisal.methodology..For.the.secondary.roads.however,.it.was.
considered.that.use.of.such.strict.economic.criteria.would.not.yield.meaningful.
results.in.the.short.or.medium.term.thus.causing.many.important.road.projects.
to.be.“unjustifiable”.compared.with.public.investments.in.other.projects..The.
Government.of.Botswana.therefore.prioritised.construction.of.secondary.roads.
according.to.social.benefit.criteria,.long-term.developments.and.a.political.will.
and.commitment.to.initiate.early.development.projects.in.all.districts.

A New Road Network

“Single lane carriageway” sand tracks often caused 
traffic accidents as it was difficult to get out of the 
way for oncoming traffic while trying to maintain 
sufficient speed not to get stuck. Being stuck in the 
sand meant hours of struggle to get moving again.

Only 12 km of paved roads existed in 1966 at independence, and still only 160 km by 1974. 
From the 1980s construction of new roads has taken place at a phenomenal rate.
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In the early days in the rural areas a common mode 
of transport was cattle pulling sledges or carts on 
the loose, fine-grained Kalahari sand.

In the early days the river crossings were accom-
modated by single lane Irish bridges. During 
heavy rainfall the main road between Gaborone 
– Francistown – Nata was closed for days as the 
Irish bridge was over-topped by water. The picture 
shows an Irish bridge just south of Nata village 
along the old road.
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For.a.period.of.over.two.decades.from.1974,.Norway.became.one.of.Botswana’s.
main.cooperation.partners.in.the.road.sector.through.the.Norwegian.Agency.
for.Development.Cooperation,.Norad..With.the.assistance.of.Norad.and.other.
donors. from. several. countries. during. this. period,. construction.of. new. roads.
took.place.at.a.rapid.pace.that.remains.unprecedented.on.the.African.continent..
In.contrast.to.many.other.African.countries.the.Botswana.Government.has.been.
able.to.maintain.their.paved.roads.to.a.comparably.high.standard.in.spite.of.this.
rapid.expansion.of.the.network,.which.is.a.commendable.achievement..

The road between Kanye and Ghantzi was a sand 
track where any vehicle would get stuck at least 
three times before reaching Ghantzi! However, the 
road was maintained as “dual carriageway” for 
improved traffic safety and in certain areas with 
light brown sand one could travel at a comfortable 
speed of 80 km/h.

From the 1990s the rapid increase in traffic volumes 
required a substantial increase in capacity of the 
urban road network.
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A New Road Network

One of the largest and most challenging road 
projects in Botswana was the 600 km long Trans-
Kgalagadi Highway constructed from 1995 to 1998. 
The road is part of an important regional corridor 
shortening the access between South Africa and 
Namibia by 400 km compared to existing road or 
railway links. The road provides a link between 
the Atlantic and the Indian ocean that connects 
through five countries.

The paved road network and roads under construction in 2007.

The Botleti river crossing on the Mopipi-Rakops 
road in 1977. The small bridge built by Rural Roads 
in 1982 is today replaced by a large bridge.
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Roads Department management and Norad  
support

Staff and localisation processes
Expatriates.dominated.the.Botswana.Government.Ministries.and.Departments.by.
Independence.in.1966..Consequently,.in.order.to.make.the.best.use.of.the.limited.
skilled.Batswana. returning. from.studies.outside. the. country,. all.Government.
departments.were.directed.to.establish.a.localisation.plan..In.Roads.Department.
very. few.qualified.Batswana.filled.professional. and. technical.positions.more.
than.five.years.later,.which.prompted.the.adoption.of.a.localisation.programme.
at.all.levels.in.Roads.Department.

In.1972. the.Roads.Department.was.a. small.organization,.but.has. since.been.
re-organised. several. times,. and. grown. in. size. with. localisation. as. the. main.
focus..By.1997/98.virtually.all.donor.support.to.expatriate.positions.came.to.an.
end..However,.the.rapid.growth.in.the.entire.road.sector.has.put.a.considerable.
demand.on.the.complement.of.technical.staff..This.demand.has.created.vacant.
positions. in.Roads.Department. for. skilled. resources. at. all. levels. resulting. in.
the.need.to.engage.additional.expatriates.amounting.to.18%.of.the.professional.
staff.by.2006,.compliments.mostly.coming.from.Asian.countries.

The.localization.programme.within.Roads.Department.started.in.the.early.1980s.
and.reached.the.peak.by.the.end.of.the.1990s..For.the.last.six.years.the.number.
of.vacancies.and.expatriate.held.positions.has.been.more.or.less.constant.

Period Name Title at the time Country of origin
1975 - 1977 Mr. Adams Chief Roads Engineer United Kingdom
1977 - 1980 Mr. A. Burman Chief Roads Engineer Sweden *
1980 - 1982 Mr. E. Irgens Chief Roads Engineer Norway *
1982 – 1988 Mr. A. V. Lionjanga Chief Roads Engineer Botswana
1988 – 1990 Mr. A. Bonde Chief Roads Engineer Sweden *
1990 - 1996 Mr. K. C. Kemokgatla Director of Roads Botswana
1996 - 1999 Mr. M. I. Pinard Director of Roads United Kingdom *
1999 - 2000 Mr. T. T. Fako Director of Roads Botswana
2000 - 2006 Mr. A. L. Nkaro Director of Roads Botswana
2006 - present Mr. E. K. Masimega Director of Roads Botswana
Note: Marked  * means funded by Norad or partly funded by Norad

The head of the Roads Department over the years are listed in the table. 
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In 1985/86 Roads Department was the first Govern-
mental Department to introduce computers, reflect-
ing strive for efficiency.
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Mr. Armando Lionjanga
Currently Executive Chairman of Public 
Procurement and Asset Disposal Board (PPADB). 

Mr. A. V. Lionjanga was the first Motswana to become head of the Roads Department 
when taking up this post in 1982. Until he graduated from the University of Zambia 
in 1975 Botswana had no citizen Civil Engineer, and he was to experience a steady 
climb through the ranks of the Botswana Public Service Administration. Within 
the Roads Department he held the post of Senior Roads Engineer at Rural Roads 
Division, and progressed to becoming the Principal Engineer for Development 
and was later elevated to Chief Roads Engineer (now called Director of Roads) for 
a number of years until he became the Permanent Secretary in the Ministry of 
Works, Transport and Communication. Mr. Lionjanga has been at the hub of huge 
infrastructure developments in Botswana during challenging times, continuously 
developing his skills within the diverse fields of road engineering, human resources 
administration and finance management. He has a clear view of the approach 
applied in the Norwegian - Botswana cooperation:

“There was no way we could have penetrated the rural areas through provision of 
engineered roads by applying conventional methods of project appraisal using cost-
benefit analysis techniques. The remoteness of the rural areas rendered them unattractive 
for private road construction companies to work in, as they were almost inaccessible. 

The Norad approach to justify the feasibility of the Rural Roads programme in Botswana 
was indeed radically innovative as it attached high priority on essential necessities of 
the rural communities from a social perspective. If the textbook approach of project 
appraisal using cost-benefit analysis could not provide the answer to alleviate the 
hardships of road transport faced by the rural communities, then the appropriate 
approach was to tailor a solution to address and overcome the problem. 

By following this unconventional, but innovative approach, which was addressed by 
the Botswana Government, Norad has made a huge impact on the development of 
rural roads in Botswana, which have provided year-round access to remote rural areas 
thus providing opportunities for socio-economic development. In this regard Norad’s 
contribution to the socio-economic development in rural areas in Botswana through 
provision of rural roads is highly appreciated.”

Support by Norad
A.Norad.evaluation.team.visited.Botswana.following.the.signing.of.a.bilateral.
programme.for.cooperation.in.June.1972,.making.recommendations.for.technical.
and.financial.assistance.on.the.basis.of.the.following.principles:
•. Norad.placed.emphasis.on.training.of.Batswana.at.all.levels.
•. Labour.Based.Methods.should.be.used.whenever.possible.

Norad.agreed.on.direct.funding.of.road.construction.and.provision.of.expatriate.
personnel,.in.accordance.with.Botswana’s.policy.of.reducing.the.reliance.upon.
expatriate.staff.within.a.reasonable.time..

From. 1974. to. 1988. Norad’s. support. to. the. Roads. Department. management.
amounted. to. 33. man-years. in. addition. to. the. assistance. to. the. Rural. Roads.
programme.. The. Road. Maintenance. Division. received. the. larger. proportion.
of. this,.amounting.to.24.man-years..The.remaining.9.man-years.were.shared.
between.the.Development.Division.and.the.position.of.Chief.Roads.Engineer.
(today.equivalent.to.Director.of.Roads)..

Recipient-based cooperation
The.Norwegian.development.assistance.programme.to.Botswana.was.from.the.
beginning.established.to.follow.Botswana’s.own.National.Development.Plans.
as.implemented.through.administrative.institutions.of.Government..In.this.way.
the.assistance.to.the.road.sector.in.Botswana.was.entirely.recipient-based.from.
the.beginning.of.the.cooperation..Norwegian.expatriate.personnel.was.recruited.
not.only. to.manage.planning.and. road.design,.construction.and.maintenance.
activities,. but. also. to. provide. administrative. support. to. Roads. Department,.
including.planning.officers.and.economists.in.the.Ministry.of.Works,.Transport.

A key document was the Project Memorandum 
“Rural Roads and Technical Assistance” of the 
Botswana Ministry of Works and Communication 
from January 1973, prepared in accordance with 
the National Development Plan for 1970/75. The 
Project Memorandum stressed the importance of 
improving the rural roads as part of the general 
development of the nation.

The Norad expatriates who were recruited to 
positions in the Roads Department were fully 
seconded to the Government Public Service. This 
meant they had to follow the same rules and 
regulations of the public service as Batswana Civil 
Servants. 

Building the Organisations Building the Organisations
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In 1975 a Norwegian road engineer Mr. Gudmund Grendstad and his family 
resided in Botswana whilst working with Rural Roads doing surveying, often 
in remote locations. On several occasions he went on field trips with a young 
Motswana trainee. The trainee impressed the Norwegian engineer, who at one 
point remarked: “If you work hard, who knows, you may become the head of the 
department or even Chief Roads Engineer!”

Years later the trainee, Mr. Barry Kemsley, had become the Chief Roads Engineer 
and eventually the Deputy Director of Roads.

In 1998 Gudmund Grendstad’s daughter, Gyda Grendstad, travelled to Botswana 
under the agreement for Institutional Cooperation between Roads Department 
and the Norwegian Public Roads Administration, assisting in preparing Guidelines 
on Environmental Impact Assessment of Road Infrastructure. She was at that time 
working as a landscape architect within the NPRA.

In a hearty reunion with Mr. Barry Kemsley, whom she had last seen when she was 
8 years old, the Chief Roads Engineer told her: “It is all about people, people 
meeting people, inspiring and motivating each other.”

Looking back to the start of this period, Mr. Kemsley today describes the Institutional 
Cooperation programme in the following manner:

“The corporation between the two countries was to be like marriage made in 
heaven, because despite the fact that the conditions prevailing in the two countries 
are completely different or are like opposite to each other, i.e. cold versus hot, dry 
versus wet, flat versus undulating, rocky versus sandy and Botswana with virtually 
nothing to offer yet Norway being prepared to assist in anyway they could leaves 
one wondering. However looking back it becomes clear that Norway understood 
the plight of Botswana and must have taken a conscious decision to go and help 
and the reward being only to see their efforts benefiting Batswana who were at the 
time the poorest of the poor.”

Mr. Barry Kemsley
Former Deputy Director of Roads, 
the trainee who achieved his goals.

Mrs. Gyda Grenstad and her father
Mr. Gudmund Grenstad.

and.Communications.and.the.Ministry.of.Finance,.respectively..The.Norwegian.
support. thus. had. two. objectives,. firstly. to. develop. the. road. network. and.
secondly.to.assist.in.the.administrative.units.through.which.the.road.network.
was.managed..

The Roads Department organisation
The.Roads.Department.falls.under.the.administrative.responsibility.of.Ministry.
of.Works.and.Transport..By.the.mid.1980s.the.organisational.structure.of.the.
Roads.Department.was. as. shown. below,. however. the. names. of. some. of. the.
divisions.have.changed.over.the.years:

The.figure.above.shows.the.organisational.chart.of.the.Department.in.1992..The.
only.difference.with.that.of.today.is.that.the.Direct.Labour.Division.has.been.
phased.out.and.two.Chief.Roads.Engineers.have.replaced.the.Deputy.Director.of.
Roads..One.Chief.Roads.Engineer.is.responsible.for.Materials.&.Research.and.
Maintenance.Divisions,.while.the.other.is.in.charge.of.the.Development.Division..
The.two.Chief.Roads.Engineers.report.directly.to.the.Director.of.Roads.

Director
of Roads

Deputy
Director
of Roads

Materials & 
Research 
Division

Maintenance
Division

Direct Labour
Division

Development
Division

Training
Division

Department
Management

Division
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The “Rural Roads”

Devised for construction of gravel roads
The.Botswana.Government. announced. the.establishment.of. the.Rural.Roads.
project. in. 1972. with. the. objective. of. constructing. and. maintaining. roads.
in. remote. areas. in. order. to. improve. development. and. increase. agricultural.
production.. Self-reliant. construction. units. under. the. responsibility. of. Roads.
Department.carried.out.the.construction.work.in-house..From.the.onset.it.was.
estimated.-.however.in.hindsight.optimistically.-.that.seven.teams.should.each.
construct.an.average.of.60.km.of.single.lane.gravel.roads.per.year..

Selection of project roads
The.roads.that.were.included.in.the.Rural.Roads.project.were.mainly.secondary.
roads.for.providing.access. to. the.rural.areas,.and.served. to. link. two.or.more.
villages..In.the.initial.phase.of.the.Rural.Roads.project.all.the.District.Councils.
were.requested.to.prioritise.and.submit.those.road.projects.to.be.constructed..The.
Central.Government,.however,.had.to.arbitrate.between.the.Districts’.choices..
The. final. priority. was. based. upon. a. point. system. whereby. the. population,.
health.centres,.schools.etc..to.be.connected.were.taken.into.account..In.many.
districts.priorities.were. influenced.by.a.wish. to.create.economic.activity.and.
investments.

At. that. time,.some.parts.of.Botswana.had.road.access.only.via.neighbouring.
countries.hence. the.objectives.of.some.Rural.Roads.projects.were.politically.
motivated,. i.e.. to. connect. all. areas. of. the. country.with. an. adequate. national.
road.network..Although.Norad.very.seldom.interfered.in.the.selection.of.roads,.
the.political.criteria.sometimes.did.not.accord.with.the.views.of.the.donor..The.
different. views. were. possibly. due. to. the. pragmatism. that. was. demanded. of.
Batswana.in.order.to.endure.everyday.life.in.a.highly.politicised.region.

The roads did not necessarily connect to the pri-
mary roads. However, the extensive construction 
of main roads during the beginning of the 1990s 
adjoined the roads constructed under the Rural 
Roads project thus becoming an integral part of 
the national road network. 

Botswana went against Norad’s wishes by pursu-
ing a road project towards Shakawe, which would 
become a connection with Namibia, then South 
West Africa. This part of the country had its only 
road access through Namibia at the time.

Norad intervened and reallocated funds from the 
Tsabong-Makopong road due to political pres-
sure in Norway, the initial section of the road 
being access to McCarthys Rust, borderpost with 
South Africa, for supplies and logistics. 

Rural Roads started as a project for construction of 
gravel roads in remote areas on a very large scale.

Bobonong

TYPE OF ROAD
 Bitumen
 Gravel
 Sand / earth

Ngoma
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Road network in 1974.
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Pilot road project - setbacks and poor gravel roads
Implementation. of. the. pilot. project. “Molepolole. -. Letlhakeng. project”. took.
place.in.1973/74.and.labour.based.methods.were.applied.in.accordance.with.the.
objectives.of. the.Project.Memorandum.stating. that:. “Government. recognizes.
the.great.need.to.create.employment,.and.is.therefore,.desirous.of.using.Labour.
Based.Techniques.wherever.feasible”.

Construction.of.several.gravel.roads.was.started,.but.after.three.years.the.output.
was.far.behind.the.planned.programme.targets..And.worse,.the.roads.were.too.
rough.to.drive.on.even.though.they.carried.low.traffic.of.less.than.50.vehicles.
per.day..Drivers.eventually.preferred.the.earth.track.on.the.side.of.the.road!.The.
roads.deteriorated.rapidly.as.the.dry.climate.was.unfavourable.for.gravel.roads.
and.the.available.materials.were.unsuitable.for.use.as.gravel.wearing.course..
The.necessary.efforts.on. road.maintenance.by. far.exceeded. the.available.ca-
pacity,. and. replacing. the. gravel. that. was. lost. annually. would. be. practically,.
economically.and.environmentally.unfeasible..

This. situation. was. unsatisfactory. to. all. parties. and. Norad. had. made. it. clear.
that. further. financial. support. to. the. project. would. be. withdrawn. unless. the.
technical. methods. were. changed.. It. was. concluded. that. the. gravel. surface.
should.be.replaced.by.a.bituminous.surface.on.roads.projected.to.carry.more.
than.50.vehicles.per.day.10.years.after.completion,. i.e.. including.practically..
all.the.roads.planned.for.upgrading..Norad.continued.the.funding.of.technical.
assitance,. but. the. financial. support. to. the. actual. construction. was. gradually.
phased.out.to.zero.by.1987..

New start – bitumen sealing
The.decision.in.1977/78.to.start.applying.bituminous.sealing.and.to.discontinue.
the.construction.of.gravel.roads.was.a.result.of.the.unsuccessful.efforts.since.
the.start.of.the.Rural.Roads.project..For.example,.the.Sehitwa-Tsau.road.was.
regravelled.twice.in.two.years,.and.still.needed.full.reconstruction.when.it.was.
eventually.sealed..For.a.subsequent.period.of.about.ten.years.reconstruction.of.
the.old.Rural.Roads.gravel.roads.to.bitumen.standard.was.part.of.the.portfolio.
in.the.Rural.Roads.project..

The.first. sealed. road.under. the.Rural.Roads.project.was. the.Oodi-Modipane.
road. where. the. bituminous. seals. (“Otta. Seal”. and. sand. seal). were. used. on.
a. large. scale.with. aggregate. qualities. that. had. never. before. been. considered.
“acceptable”.. The. initial. trials. with. various. types. of. bitumen. sealing. were.
established.on.this.road.section..

The.innovative.thinking.that.took.place.at.the.start.of.bitumen.sealing.at.Rural.
Roads.was.groundbreaking.in.terms.of.utilising.natural.materials.for.aggregate.
in.bituminous.seals..Materials.that.by.all.traditional.specifications.were.consid-
ered.“sub-standard”.were.tried.as.aggregate.and.included:.

Natural,.screened.out,.pit-gravel.was.tried.with.the.Otta.seal.method..
Coarse.river.sand.was.tried.as.the.only.aggregate.in.the.seal..
Combinations.of.natural.gravel.with.the.Otta.seal.method.in.the.first.layer.
and.fine-grained.natural.sand.(Kalahari-sand).in.second.layer.was.tried.
Crushed.aggregate.from.poor.rock.sources.such.as.calcrete/silcrete,.that.had.
previously.not.been.found.acceptable,.was.tried.with.the.Otta.seal.method.

•
•
•

•

The gravel roads constructed under the Rural Roads 
programme performed poorly due to the dry climate 
and unsuitable materials for gravel roads.

Despite the stop in project funding, Rural Roads 
continued to receive considerable technical 
assistance from Norad. Financial project support 
for construction was secured from elsewhere 
such as the African Development Bank and the 
Domestic Development Fund whereby Botswana 
used their own money. Norad directed the project 
support from Rural Roads towards programmes 
that facilitated roads through the Ministry of 
Local Government Lands and Housing using 
labour intensive methods exclusively.

Building the Organisations Building the Organisations

The Molepolole – Lethlakeng pilot project utilized 
labourers combined with plant. The material is 
loaded by hand into steel-fab buckets that are sub-
sequently pulled to the road by tractors.

The performance of the Otta seal on the Oodi road 
has over the years amazed engineers who were 
used to traditional material standards for crushed 
aggregates in bituminous seals.
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All.the.concepts.tried.turned.out.to.be.technically.satisfactory.for.this.type.of.
road.and.designers.now.had.a.number.of.solutions.at.hand.for.bitumen.sealing.
to. suit. local. conditions.. The. new. knowledge. made. bitumen. sealing. on. the.
subsequent.projects.both.technically.and.economically.feasible.

In.the.years.to.follow.all.the.above.methods.were.put.into.beneficial.use.on.a.
full.scale.at.Rural.Roads..However,.the.solution.that.appeared.most.economical.
and.durable,.and.therefore.preferred.in.most.cases,.was.a.single.Otta.seal.made.
of.aggregate.produced.to.a.fraction.size.of.3mm.to.16mm,.from.virtually.any.
available.nearby.source..Importantly,.a.light.bituminous.sand.cover.seal.using.
any.locally.available.sand.from.the.side.of.the.road.was.always.applied.on.the.
Otta.seal..The.performance.of.this.combination.of.aggregates.in.the.bituminous.
seal.has.proved.superior.on.this.type.of.road.under.the.Botswana.conditions..

Traffic safety
During.the.1980s.there.was.a.growing.awareness.of.the.increased.traffic.hazards.
caused.by.paving.roads.passing.through.villages..This.lead.to.a.design.policy.
whereby. the. road.was.aligned. to.pass.outside. the.village.and.an.access. road.
constructed.to.the.centre.of.the.village..In.some.cases.these.access.roads.could.
become.several.kilometres.long.as.was.the.case.at.the.Etsha.villages.along.the.
Tsau-Gumare.road..

Social- and environmental aspects
The.alignment.design.was.prepared.with.consideration.to.the.variety.of.conse-
quences.of.the.new.road..For.example,.it.transpired.that.lack.of.proper.access.
to.nearby.villages.would.inevitably.lead.to.re-establishment.of.especially.com-
mercial.establishments.next.to.the.new.road,.which.caused.negative.impacts.on.
the.inhabitants.

The.construction.of.a.road.can.in.itself.put.a.considerable.strain.on.a.small.and.
sensitive.community..A.road.camp.accommodating.more.than.250.people.can.
outnumber.the.local.residents.and.change.the.social.complexion.of.the.village..
A.positive.effect.however.is.that.a.number.of.local.residents.will.be.employed,.
albeit. for. a. short. time.. Rural. Roads. aimed. to. employ. local. residents. to. the.
largest.possible.extent..However.the.increasing.complexity.of.the.mechanised.
operation.made.this.endeavour.difficult.and.workers.who.were.already.trained.
often.followed.the.team.to.be.re-employed.at.the.next.construction.site.

Road.construction.activities.will.in.most.cases.have.a.negative.impact.on.the.
environment,. but. the.Rural.Roads. teams.were.known. to. show.more. concern.
for.the.environment.than.what.was.seen.on.the.average.larger.contract.for.con-
structing.main.roads..Procedures.to.protect.the.environment.as.much.as.possible.
were.established.at.an.early.stage..These.included.preserving.larger.trees.when.
undertaking.bush.clearing,.cleaning.up.and.disposal.of.materials.such.as.oil.and.
bitumen.spills.before.leaving.site,.etc..

There.were. always.divergent.views.on. reinstatement.of.borrow.pits,. and. the.
Rural. Roads. teams. made. considerable. efforts. in. seeking. advice. from. local.
villagers..Some.local.villagers.wanted. the.depression. to.collect. rainwater. for.
cattle,.in.the.same.manner.as.a.dam.that.they.otherwise.would.not.have.had.the.
opportunity.to.construct.themselves..Others.saw.the.old.borrow.pits.as.a.hazard.
for.children.during.rainy.seasons..

There was a continuous increase in geometric 
standard over the years. Initially the roads had 
a sealed carriageway of 5,0m plus 0,5m gravel 
shoulders, which was increased to 5,20m+0,75m 
from the early 1980s. As time passed it was be-
coming increasingly clear that break-off and 
damage to the edges of the bituminous seal was a 
serious threat to the service life of the pavement. 
The total sealed width was therefore increased to 
6,5m of which 5,0m was marked as a single lane 
carriageway. The widths were finally increase fur-
ther to 7,5m sealed width in the early 1990s, of 
which 6,0m was the two-lane carriageway. 

Light bituminous sand cover-seal applied by hand. 
In most cases the sand (Kalahari sand) was ob-
tained adjacent to the road.

Building the Organisations Building the Organisations

Many labourers brought their families with them to 
stay at the construction sites.
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Quality assurance
Due.to.the.scarcity.of.high-quality.material.sources.the.Rural.Roads.typically.
had. to. utilise. natural. gravel. and. soils. of. marginal. quality. even. in. the. upper.
pavement. layers..The.only.way. to.ensure.confidence. in.a. long.pavement. life.
under.such.conditions.was.by.stringent.quality.assurance.and.good.procedures.
for.handling.of.materials.on.site..

The.stringent.quality.assurance.procedure.was.well.implemented.at.all.levels.in.
the.Rural.Roads.organisation..In.particular.the.management.of.each.team.was.
highly.committed.to.delivering.a.good.end.product.in.spite.of.the.many.practical.
obstacles. that. they. met. during. construction.. At. times. the. team. management.
instructed.pavement.layers.to.be.re-processed.if.there.was.doubt.as.to.whether.
the. first. attempt. had. been. successful. in. achieving. the. optimal. quality. of.
workmanship..

Each.team.had.a.well-equipped.field.laboratory.for.the.daily.quality.control.of.
the.pavement.layers,.such.as.layer.thickness,.material.properties.and.the.achieved.
compaction.. In. addition,. the.field. laboratory.was. involved. in. centre. line. soil.
surveys.for.the.purpose.of.pavement.design,.and.the.continuous.prospecting.for.
possible.new.material.sources.ahead.of.the.construction.phase.

Crucial practices in the handling of materials
A.crucial.procedure.at.Rural.Roads,. that. enabled. successful.use.of.marginal.
qualities.of.material,.was.the.stockpiling.and.selection.of.gravel.and.soils..The.
following.testing.and.operation.procedure.was.consistently.adhered.to.on.all.the.
teams:

Testing.the.material.in the ground . . . . . .
Before.a.borrow.pit.was.opened,.a.number.of.trial.pits.were.dug.in.the.area,.
and.laboratory.tests.were.carried.out.in.order.to.guide.the.bulldozers.in.the.
stockpiling.operation.. In. this.manner.one.could.ensure. that. for. example,.
the.best.quality.of.material.that.could.be.found.in.the.area.was.secured.in.
separate.stockpiles.for.base.course.while.the.lesser.quality.materials.could.
be.put.aside.for.subbase.or.subgrade.layers.

Testing.the.material.in stockpile . . . . . .
After.the.stockpiles.had.been.established.they.were.marked,.measured.and.
tested. for. allocation. to. a. particular. layer. on. certain. sections. of. the. road.
according.to.the.material.quality.and.the.quantities..This.operation.was.the.
most.critical.operation.as.far.as.selection.of.material.is.concerned.

Testing.the.material.on the road.. . . . . .
The.gravel-.and.soil.materials.were.finally.tested.for.the.third.time.after.they.
had.been.placed.on.the.road..This.testing.was.a.last.check.to.ensure.that.no.
adverse.change.of.properties.by.excessive.breaking.down.or.contamination.
of.the.materials.had.taken.place..

The.data.from.the.testing.on.the.road.formed.the.documentation.of.the.quality.
of.all.layers.in.the.road,.kilometre.by.kilometre,.for.as-built.registers..All.Rural.
Roads.projects.were.therefore.well.documented,.but.the.storage.of.the.collected.
data.may.not.be.easily.retrievable.from.archives.any.longer.as.they.were.manu-
ally.recorded.before.computerized.registers.were.in.place.

1.

2.

3.

Compaction control of pavement layers made of 
calcrete.

Sometimes the thickness of poorer soils (overbur-
den) was many times larger than that of the gravel 
layer. The effort used for removing the overburden 
added a considerable cost to the underlying gravel 
that was actually being used in the construction. 
Subsequent stockpiling of the selected gravel re-
quired close supervision in order to prevent the mat-
erial from being ruined by unintended admixture of 
poor quality soils.

By the 1990s Rural Roads had acquired a fleet of 
heavy plant and equipment like that of a sizeable 
contractor. This included large machines for earth-
moving, transport of water and gravel mixing and 
compaction.

Building the Organisations Building the Organisations
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Mechanical services and logistics
From.the.beginning.of.the.Rural.Roads.programme.in.the.1970s,.the.mechanical.
workshops.were.operating.under.very.basic.conditions.comprising.only.a.small.
concrete.slab.with.a.roof.over.it..However,.in.the.middle.of.the.1980s.the.Rural.
Roads.purchased.a.large.number.of.heavy.plant.and.equipment,.and.each.team.
could.now.be.compared.to.the.operation.of.a.sizeable.contractor..The.increased.
activity.placed.demands.on.the.capacity.of.the.mechanical.services.and.lead.to.
the.purchase.of.large,.purpose-made,.portable.units.for.the.mechanical.workshop.
and. spare. parts. store.. The. new. purchases. of. plant. and. equipment. increased.
further.through.the.1990s.and.did.also.involve.larger.and.mechanically.far.more.
complicated.units.than.previously.used.on.the.teams..

The. lower.grade.mechanics.had. little. theoretical.background,.but.were.given.
on-the-job.training.in.the.Rural.Roads.teams.and.reached.competitive.levels.of.
skills..In.the.new.situation.the.Norwegian.mechanics.had.to.intensify.the.on-
the-job.training.of.the.staff,.and.the.Rural.Roads.workshops.gained.a.reputation.
of.high.standards..In.fact.people.-.both.private.and.Government.-.in.the.local.
communities.near.the.work.sites.often.sought.advice.from.the.teams.in.order.to.
solve.their.own.daily.problems.with.mechanical.equipment..

Unfortunately,.many.of. the.Batswana.mechanics.had. little. formal. education,.
and. with. no. formal. syllabus. for. the. local. training. they. had. problems. in.
obtaining. certificates. as.mechanics..They.were. however. regarded. among. the.
best.mechanical.staff.for.practical.tasks.available.in.Botswana.at.the.time.and.
offered.attractive.remuneration.for.employment.in.the.private.sector.

The Rural Roads mechanics carried out relatively complex operations such 
as routine overhauling of gearboxes, differentials and engines to professional 
standards on very complicated heavy machinery. Even emergency manufacture 
of spare parts took place whenever supplies to the remote construction sites had 
failed to arrive on time.

The stores and logistics personnel at Rural Roads 
had the great responsibility to keep large opera-
tions up and running at all times. Down-time of 
machines had since the 1980s become gradually 
more costly due to the increased capital value of 
the fleet.

The increased fleet demanded large operations for 
logistics and supplies. Large low-bed trucks relocated 
heavy equipment quickly to new work-sites.

The portable workshop units introduced on each 
Rural Roads team comprised modules of standard 
20-feet containers for stores, tools, machinery and 
office facilities. 
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Norad’s technical assistance - NPRA as a resource base
During. the. years. 1974. -. 1980. Norad. financed. 195. man-years. as. technical.
assistance..Most.were.Norwegian.engineers.of.which.the.majority.were.recruited.
from.the.Norwegian.Public.Roads.Administration..This.close.contact.between.
the. roads. administrations. in. Botswana. and. Norway. lead. to. a. considerable.
transfer.of.technology.and.continuity.of.knowledge.among.the.expatriate.staff..
The. contact. was. two-way. as. the. Batswana. staff. knew. the. background. and.
had.contact.with.the.original.work.places.of.many.of.those.being.recruited.by.
Norad..The.expatriate.staff.utilised.the.capacity.of.their.original.work.places.as.
a.resource.base.during.the.work.at.Roads.Department..One.could.rightfully.call.
the.exchange.of.knowledge.between.Roads.Department.and.NPRA.Institutional.
Cooperation. in. practice,. although. this. mode. of. cooperation. was. not. yet. a.
formalised.part.of.Norad’s.programme.in.Botswana.at.the.time.

Staffing and localisation
From.the. late.1970s.Rural.Roads.had. three. road.construction. teams.and.one.
bridge.team.in.operation,.but.the.bridge.team.was.phased.out.in.the.early.1980s..
In. 1992. the. three.Rural.Roads. teams.were. reduced. to. one,.which. continued.
until.all.in-house.construction.came.to.an.end.in.1998.after.operating.as.Rural.
Roads.for.more.than.two.decades..At.this.time.private.contractors.were.able.to.
take.on.road.construction.in.the.rural.areas.more.readily.than.before..The.Roads.
Department.management.also.questioned.the.cost-effectiveness.and.efficiency.
of.in-house.contracting.within.rigid.governmental.purchasing.procedures..The.
technical.staffing.during.the.most.active.period.of.Rural.Roads.was.as.follows:

In Gaborone:
Principal Roads Engineer, Direct 
Labour

In charge of the Rural Roads Branch, office located at Roads 
Department HQ.

Senior Roads Engineer In charge of the daily operations.

2 Senior Technical Officers 
- roads

Each had initially the responsibility for two teams, later 
reduced to one officer doing work on road design. Eventually 
phased out.

Senior Technical Officer - 
mechanics

Coordinator for mechanics on site and responsible for logis-
tics operations.

On each of the construction teams:
Senior Technical Officer Head of the Rural Roads team.
Technical Officer - construction In charge of the operations on the construction site.
Technical Officer - mechanics In charge of the workshop and maintenance of plant. 
Technical Officer - survey Not all teams had this position. 

Staffing at Rural Roads (management and for each team) during the most active period.

It.was.a.deliberate.policy.by.Norad.at.the.time.to.recruit.Norwegian.engineers.
primarily.into.positions.at.lower.levels.of.technical.staff.in.Botswana.even.though.
their.areas.of.responsibility.often.covered.that.of.Senior.Roads.Engineers..The.
intention. was. to. facilitate. localisation. processes. as. quickly. as. possible. in. a.
situation.where.there.was.a.shortage.of.Batswana.personnel.having.degrees.or.
diplomas.in.engineering.

The.staffing.of.each.team.amounted.to.150.-.350.people.(industrial.class.and.
labourers),.whereof.1/3.were.women,.and.about.40.technical.and.administrative.
staff. were. totally. employed. for. the. whole. organisation.. The. management. of.
the.Rural.Roads.down.to.the.level.of.Technical.Officer.was.mainly.Norwegian.
expatriates. until. localization. processes. could. get. on. the. way.. Starting. from.
the.first. part. of. the. 1980s. the.Batswana. engineers. and. technicians. gradually.

The Rural Roads teams followed a field schedule 
of 20 days work and 10 days off. This was the only 
way staff could reach home due to the remote 
locations of the construction sites.

During the off-periods certain operations on site 
were however carried out, such as removal of 
overburden, demanding less supervision than 
the general duties on site. Some mechanical 
repairs were also carried out during this time.

One additional Technical Officer/Senior Technical 
Officer, materials/soils was supporting the Rural 
Roads management and the teams directly with 
supervision of the quality assurance and design 
issues. His position changed several times from 
being working within Rural Roads to being based 
at Material Branch giving input in matters related 
to Rural Roads.

Accommodation and facilities in the Rural Roads 
camps were basic, but the standard increased 
considerably over the years. Supply of power 
and piped water became the norm in the 
1980s. Labour camp accommodation gradually 
improved as well and all tin huts were eventually 
replaced by wooden huts.
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Four of the former Batswana Rural Roads Team 
leaders. From left: Modiri J. Mangadi, Sonny P. 
Mosepele, Ntsholetsang K. Kgotlaetsile and 
Tlhalefang Paakane. Boniface Sechele was not 
present at the time the picture was captured in 
2007.
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took.on.more.responsibility.until.all.positions.at.Rural.Roads.were.localized.in.
1995/96.

A.substantial.on-the-job.training.took.place.at.all.operational.levels.at.all.the.
Rural. Road. teams.. The. training. included. construction. foremen,. surveyors,.
laboratory.technicians.and.mechanics..

Phasing out and summing up
All. in-house.operations.were.phased.out. in.1998..A. total.of.more. than.1650.
km.of.roads.had.by.then.been.constructed.to.a.bituminous.standard.under.the.
Rural.Roads.project..At.that.time.this.length.of.road.counted.for.20%.of.the.total.
paved.road.network.

The map shows all roads (blue colour) built to bitumen standard by Rural Roads.

The.Rural.Roads.had.been.vital. for. development. in. remote. areas.during. the.
1970s.and.1980s..At.that. time.there.were.no.private.contractors.interested.in.
taking.on.road.construction.works.in.such.remote.areas..Most.of.the.projects.
were. so. small. that. risk.and.mobilisation.costs. for. a. contractor.would.be. too.
large.and.disproportional.to.the.actual.work.to.be.done.

Valuable engineering experience
The.continued.development.of.the.road.network.would.for.years.to.come.benefit.
from.the.practical.experimentation.of. technical.methods. that.had.taken.place.
on. a. full. scale. at. Rural. Roads.. It. was. now. possible. to. confidently. establish.
appropriate.design.limits.for.material.standards.in.pavements.and.bituminous.

None of the bitumen sealed roads built by Rural 
Roads have technically failed, some of them 
being in service for close to 30 years, carrying 
traffic levels much higher than anticipated at 
the time they were designed and constructed. 
However, some of these roads are now being 
re-constructed, not because they are failing, 
but simply because they are too narrow to 
accommodate the much higher traffic volume 
then what they were designed to carry.

TYPE OF ROAD
 Bitumen 
 Sand / earth

Chobe

Ngamiland

Central
Ghanzi

Kgalagadi

Kweneng

Southern

Francistown

Serule Selebi-Phikwe

Sefophe

Palapye

Serowe

Mahalapye

Mochudi

Gaborone

Molepolole

Jwaneng

Kanye

Lobatse

Khakhea

Werda

Tshabong

Hukuntsi

Bokspits

Kang

Mamuno

Ghanzi

Rakops

Orapa

Letlhakane

Nata

Maun

Sehitwa

Tsau

Nokaneng

Kasane

Pandamatenga

Ramokgwebana

Martin´s Drift

Letlhakeng

Ramatlabama

Mohembo
Ngoma

View of the Kang - Hukuntsi road constructed in 
1992 - 1995 with an Otta seal. The photo is taken in 
2005; the road is in good condition.

Like many of the sealed roads constructed in the 
early part of the Rural Roads operation, the road 
is now (2007) being rehabilitated and widened.
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seals.. These. design. limits. were. uniquely. developed. for. Botswana. thereby.
providing.the.potential.for.realizing.huge.cost.savings.in.future.road.projects..
The.good.performance.of.the.roads.constructed.by.Rural.Roads.has.provided.
valuable.feed.back.to.the.development.of.the.Botswana.Roads.Design.Manual.
and.Standard.Specifications.for.Road.and.Bridge.Works.which.was.compiled.
in.1982.-.83.

The.choices.that.were.made.at.the.time,.i.e..to.use.materials.of.marginal.quality.
on.a.large.scale.in.upper.pavement.layers.and.bituminous.seals,.certainly.did.
appear.risky.at.the.time..However,.research.by.international.organisations.has.
subsequently.verified.that.these.materials.were.indeed.appropriate.for.use.on.the.
low.volume.roads.and.even.roads.carrying.heavier.traffic.

Roads Training Centre (RTC)

RTC’s role in Roads Department
A.significant.number.of.the.Senior.Management.Staff.of.the.Roads.Department.
started.their.careers.in.highway.engineering.practice.as.students.at.RTC..Many.
of.these.graduates.upon.completing.their.studies.at.RTC.were.employed.in.the.
various.technical.divisions.of.Roads.Department.such.as.Development.Division,.
Maintenance.Division,.Direct.Labour.Division,.Materials.and.Research.Division..
Indeed.a.few.of.the.graduates.joined.the.Training.Division.as.lecturers..Many.
of.the.graduates.after.working.for.some.time.gaining.practical.experience.were.
sent. for. further. training.at.Bachelor.degree. level.overseas,.mainly. in. the.UK.
and.USA.

While.the.initial.module.of.RTC.was.to.train.in-service.trainees.it.soon.became.
obvious.towards.the.early.1990s.that.there.was.a.demand.by.pre-service.trainees.
for.the.training.offered.by.RTC..At.about.this.time.the.entry.requirements.for.
both. the.2-year.Roads.Technician.Certificate.course.and. the.3-year.Highway.
Engineering. Technician. Diploma. course. were. raised. from. Junior. Certificate.
and. Cambridge. Overseas. School. Certificate.. Due. to. the. raising. of. the. entry.
requirements.the.number.of.qualifying.in-service.trainees.reduced.significantly.
and.the.number.of.pre-service.trainees.was.about.75%.of.the.annual.intake.of.
trainees.

At.about.the.time.of.raising.the.entry.requirements.it.was.also.decided.to.enrol.
trainees.annually.into.the.2-year.Roads.Technician.Certificate.course.and.the.
3-year. Highway. Engineering. Technician. Diploma. Course.. This. increase. in.
enrolment.resulted.in.RTC.producing.more.graduates.than.could.be.absorbed.
within. Roads. Department. and. the. District. Councils.. It. was. thus. decided. to.
now.train.for.the.whole.country.and.to.accept.that.the.graduates.would.not.be.
guaranteed.any.employment.upon.completing.their.studies.

The pavement design parameters unique to Bot-
swana, which are incorporated in Road Design 
Manual, were developed largely as a result of the ex-
perience from Rural Roads, together with research 
by Transport Research Laboratory, UK, and input 
from others.
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At both the technician- and supervisor courses there 
are in average 3 - 4 female students in each class of 
20 - 25. In the courses for labour intensive methods 
the majority of the students are female.
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Main entrance at the RTC in Gaborone.

Gender distribution: Female students at RTC.
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History
The. Technical. Training. started. in. the. early. 1960s. under. the. Bechuanaland.
Technical. Training. and. Public. Works. Department,. which. were. merged. and.
renamed.the.Botswana.Training.Centre.in.the.mid.1960s.

In.1974.the.RTC.was.established,.running.specialized.courses.in.Surveying.and.
Design,.Draughting,.Materials.Testing.and.Road.Section.Officer.Courses,.which.
was.later.to.be.renamed.Road.Supervisors.Course..Heavy.Plant.Operator.courses.
started. in. 1978.. The. 3-year. Highway. Engineering. Technician. course. started.
in.September.1978..The.above-mentioned.courses.took.place.at.the.Botswana.
Technical.College.until.the.construction.of.RTC.was.completed.in.1980.in.the.
Maru-a-Pula.area.in.Gaborone,.where.RTC.became.operational.in.January.1981..
In.1986.RTC’s.mandate.was.extended.to.take.over.the.responsibility.for.training.
in.Labour.Intensive.Methods.of.road.construction.and.maintenance.offered.at.
the.Field.Training.Unit. (FTU). in.Molepolole.. In.April. 1992.FTU.became. a.
section.under.the.RTC.and.was.transferred.from.Ministry.of.Local.Government,.
which.up.to.the.time.of.transfer.was.responsible.for.FTU.

Training offered by RTC
The.courses.offered.at.RTC.vary.from.diploma.course.of.3.years.duration.to.
shorter.inspector.of.work/plant.operator.courses.of.8.weeks.duration..

Today.the.activity.at.RTC.comprises.five.areas.of.training,.namely:
Highway.Engineering,.Technical.Diploma.Course,.duration.3.years.
Roads.Technical.Certificate.Course,.duration.2.years.
Plant.operator.course.of.7.to.12.weeks.duration.
Different.courses.in.Labour.Intensive.Methods.
Short.Courses,.refresher/upgrading.courses.and.seminars.

From.December.1993,. and.every.year. thereafter,. about.25. students. from. the.
Diploma.Course.and.25.students.from.the.Certificate.Course.graduated.from.
RTC..

Norad support
Norad.became.aware.of.RTC.as.a.vitally.important.part.of.their.involvement.in.
the.road.sector.in.Botswana.right.from.the.start..It.was.clear.that.without.RTC.
the.expansion.in.the.road.sector.would.not.be.possible,.and.that.the.training.of-
fered.at.the.RTC.was.a.prerequisite.for.capacity.building.and.a.successful.locali-
zation.programme..Norad.has.therefore.supported.RTC.with.25.man-years.of.
training.staff.over.the.period.they.were.involved.in.Botswana..Norwegians.filled.
the.post.of.Head.of.RTC.from.1976.until.the.position.was.localized.in.1993..

Rural Roads – a practical training ground
Rural. Roads. played. an. important. role. in. the. practical. training. of. students.
attending.the.RTC.by.offering.their.first.practical.road.construction.training.at.
the.Rural.Roads.teams..Every.year.about.20.students.stayed.at.the.Rural.Roads.
teams.for.a.period.of.three.months.as.part.of.their.field.training..

It. is.well.recognised.that.Rural.Roads.played.an.important.role. in.giving.the.
staff. of. Roads. Department. valuable. exposure. to. practical. road. works.. As.
RTC.provided.the.first.step.on.their.way.to.be.part.of. the.Roads.Department.
management,.they.were.given.a.chance.to.actually.try.to.construct.a.road.before.
managing.others.to.do,.a.unique.means.of.acquiring.practical.experience.by.any.
measure!

•
•
•
•
•
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The field training at Rural Roads involved studies 
and performing excercises under basic conditions.
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The.localization.of.positions.at.Roads.Department.could.not.have.taken.place.
as.rapidly.as. it.did.without. the.experience. that. the.staff.gained.at. the.Rural.
Roads.teams.in.close.cooperation.with.the.RTC.

The Maintenance Division

Roads.Department.had.from.the.early.1970s.established.a.road.maintenance-
oriented. organisation. comprising. three. regions. and. with. headquarters.
organisation. in. Gaborone.. At. that. time. all. maintenance. work. was. carried.
out.by. in-house.units.and.all.plant.and.equipment.was.allocated. through. the.
Government. Central. Transport. Organisation.. At. that. time. such. maintenance.
was.carried.out.it.was.mainly.earth-/sand.tracks.with.a.limited.number.of.gravel.
roads. and. the. maintenance. activities. were. limited. to. spoor. grading. of. sand.
tracks,.dry.grading.and.bush.dragging.together.with.culvert.repair,.etc..As.the.
road.network.changed. increasingly. to.more.gravel.and.bituminised.roads. the.
maintenance.activities.also.changed.

Multiple tasks
Senior.Roads.Engineers.were.deployed.on. contract.with.Norad. for.planning.
and.scheduling.of.routine.maintenance.and.to.impart.practical.skills.of.main-
tenance,.especially.for.the.paved.roads..One.should.appreciate.that.Botswana.
did.not.have.manpower.that.were.skilled.in.maintenance.of.paved.roads.since.
these.were.new.in.the.country.at.the.time.

Private. contractors. carried.out. the.periodic.maintenance.of.paved. roads,. and.
some.of. the.unpaved.roads..The.preparation.of. tender.documents,.evaluation.
of. tenders.and.supervision.of. such.contracts.were. tasks.carried.out.at.Roads.
Department.Headquarters.under.the.guidance.of.the.Senior.Roads.Engineers.for.
maintenance.contracts..

Among.other.activities.that.also.fell.under.the.responsibility.of.the.Senior.Roads.
Engineers.were.road.marking.and.vehicle.overload.control,.which.were.intro-
duced.for.traffic.safety.and.protection.of.the.road.network..The.road.marking.
also.included.marking.for.new.construction.as.well.as.re-marking.in.connection.
with.maintenance.of.the.surfacing..

In.total.Norad.has.supported.the.Maintenance.Division.with.about.30.man-years.
of.technical.assistance.by.Norwegian.engineers..They.were.concerned.with.the.
road.network.in.totality,.from.construction.activities,.to.maintenance.and.right.
up.to.its.protection.from.overloading..

Maintenance Division today
In.the.mid.1990s.the.Maintenance.Division.introduced.major.new.components.
in.the.management.and.maintenance.of.roads,.namely:

Establishment.of.a.comprehensive.computerized.Road.Management.System.
Implementation.of.a.management.system.for.the.routine.maintenance..
Introduction.of.Term.Maintenance.Contracts,.whereby.the.contractor.carries.
out.a.predefined.range.of.maintenance.tasks.according.to.the.needs.as.they.
arise..The.contractor.is.remunerated.with.a.fixed.amount.per.term,.usually.
per.month..
Establishment.of.small-scale.contractors.in.labour.based.maintenance.

•
•
•

•

The “spoor machine” was used for making furrows 
in the sand to assist the drivers in maintaining their 
position in the track, thereby reducing the risk of 
getting stuck.

Periodic maintenance of paved roads, which in-
volves e.g. resealing, is critical in the prevention of 
premature failures of the pavement. Maintenance 
of the shoulders is also part of the periodic main-
tenance. Botswana can boast an impressing record 
of a continuous effort on sound periodic mainte-
nance of the road network.

In periodic maintenance of gravel roads re-
gravelling is the main activity.
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Routine maintenance involves the continuous care 
taking of the road itself and the road reserve, as well 
as the drainage system.
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Today. road.maintenance. is.carried.out.both. in-house.and.by.outsourcing. the.
work. to. contractors.. Contractors. both. from. Botswana. and. from. the. region.
carry. out. a.major. part. of. the. periodic.maintenance..Routine.maintenance. is,.
however,.carried.out.by. in-house.units.and.by.citizen.contractors..Today,. the.
ratio.of.in-house.to.contract.maintenance.is.approximately.80/20..90%.of.the.
periodic.maintenance.is.outsourced.and.60.-.70%.of.the.routine.maintenance.is.
outsourced.

Roadwork by hand – also a social issue

Opportunities for employment
Creation. of. employment. and. rural. development. were. two. major. priorities.
of. Botswana’s. 5th,. 6th,. 7th,. 8th. and. 9th. National. Development. Plans.. It. is. the.
Government’s. policy. to. improve. transport. services. to. rural. areas. in. order. to.
facilitate.agricultural.and.other.productive.activities..Unemployment.levels.are.
high.in.the.rural.areas,.and.one.way.to.utilise.the.excess.labour.is.to.construct.
and.maintain. roads. using. labour. based.methods..The. resulting. improvement.
of. the. transport. services. is. surely. in. line.with. the. policy. of. promoting. rural.
development..

Norad.has.at.various.stages.supported.and.also.promoted.the.use.of.labour.based.
methods. since. creating. employment. is. seen. as. an. important. tool. for.poverty.
alleviation..

Impact on the communities
Many.of.the.settlements.in.Botswana.are.very.small,.especially.in.the.western.
part.of. the.country..When. these.communities.get.access.by. road. through. the.
Government.development.programmes,.there.is.an.instant.and.very.visible.change.
in. people’s. daily. lives..The. traffic. volumes. sometimes. start. growing. already.
from.the.start.of.construction..The.road.provides.people.with.the.opportunity.
to.visit.their.relatives.in.other.settlements.when.travelling.becomes.easier.and.
quicker.. Establishment. of. trade,. industry. and. services. usually. increases. and.
creates.employment.and.leads.to.better.social.stability..The.raised.income.levels.
among.the.people.improves.the.opportunities.for.education.and.increases.food.
availability.

These.changes.can.also.have. impacts. that. are.unintentional,. such.as. shifting.
of.village.centres,.change.in.property.value,.increased.movement.of.people.to.
new.locations.and.sometimes.the.breaking.up.of.established.social.structures..
Among. the.clearly.negative. impacts. is. the. increased.exposure. to.HIV/AIDS,.
particularly.where.there.is.an.upsurge.of.through.traffic..While.there.is.an.im-
proved.chance.to.get.expedient.access.to.clinics,.there.is.also.a.larger.risk.of.
injuries.from.accidents.caused.by.the.increased.traffic..

When.a.construction.team.is.established.using.labour.intensive.methods.the.im-
pact.on.the.community.is.certainly.less.severe.than.with.machine.based.methods.
merely.due.to.the.smaller.size.of.the.operation..There.is.also.a.better.chance.
for.local.residents.to.be.employed.and.thereby.benefit.economically.during.the.
construction. period. because. the. operation. does. not. require. specialised. skills.
that.favour.people.with.such.experience..Evidently.this.has.been.the.case.on.the.
labour.intensive.road.projects.

“A person’s perception of the quality of life is 
as important as the actual purchase of con-
sumables and property. People who were in-
terviewed described how their involvement in 
a project gave a feeling of the importance of 
having a job, resulting in a higher self-esteem 
and relief from the daily pressure and worries 
about the future.” 
(Social worker in Botswana)

Building the Organisations Building the Organisations

Routine maintenance by small citizen contractors 
gives opportunities for women in contracting.

Raised income gives new opportunities. A small 
community based contractor builds a new roof for 
a local resident.

Labour based roadwork involves many basic opera-
tions, such as clearing and grubbing, that does not 
require specialised training and experience.
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Rural Roads moving from labourers to machines
From.the.start.of.the.Rural.Roads.project.the.intention.was.to.apply.labour.based.
methods.as.much.as.possible,.however.the.following.criteria.were.set.out:

Casual.labourers.had.to.be.available.in.the.project.area.
Labour.based.methods.should.be.cost-effective..
The.required.technical.quality.of.the.work.should.be.obtainable.using.the.
labour.based.methods..

The.pilot.project.Molepolole.-.Letlhakeng.was.used.for.trying.out.the.viability.
of. various. equipment. and.work.methods..An. added. advantage. of. the. labour.
based. method. was. that. it. provided. good. operational. flexibility. and. reduced.
problems.with.the.maintenance.of.mechanical.equipment..The.mix.between.the.
labour.and.machine.based.operations.was.as.follows:.

Labourers:. . . . Machines:
•. Clearing.and.grubbing.. •. Levelling.of.the.ground.
•. Loading.of.gravel.. •. Drainage.works.in.hard.soils.
•. Drainage.works.in.soft.soils.. •. Watering.and.compaction.

The.combination.of.machines.and.labourers.in.the.operations.continued,.but.a.
considerable.increase.in.wages.had.taken.place..This.change.was.commented.
upon.in.the.Annual.Report.of.1976,.which.states:.“increase.in.labour-intensity.
is. not. viable. at. the. present. wage. rates,. but. rather. justifies. a. larger. input. of.
machinery.in.some.operations”..

In.1977.a.Project.Memorandum.proposed.the.change.of.construction.method.
to. abandon. gravel. roads. and. rather. construct. bitumen. sealed. roads. or. earth.
roads..The.following.year.this.change.lead.to.a.split,.whereby.one.Rural.Roads.
team.continued.using.labour.based.methods.for.ungazetted.earth.roads.(under.
the.Ministry.of.Local.Government.and.Lands).and.the.remaining.Rural.Roads.
teams.gradually.increased.their.fleet.of.plant.and.equipment.to.a.machine.based.
operation..However,.some.operations,.such.as.bush.clearing.and.screening.of.
surfacing.aggregate,.were.still.carried.out.by.labourers..

The Ministry of Local Government, Lands and Housing carries on 
labour intensive – a new pilot project
In.1978.it.was.explicitly.instructed.that.in.order.to.achieve.the.Government’s.
objectives.on.development.in.the.rural.areas,.labour.intensive.methods.should.be.
used.by.District.Councils.to.upgrade.and.maintain.the.10,000.km.of.ungazetted.
roads.under.their.responsibility..

In. 1979. the. Ministry. of. Local. Government,. Lands. and. Housing. (MLGLH).
established.a.District.Roads.Pilot.Project.in.collaboration.with.Norad,.the.World.
Bank.and.the.International.Labour.Organisation..The.purpose.was.to.explore.the.
viability.of.road.construction.and.maintenance.using.labour.intensive.methods.
in.Botswana.

From.1980.to.1982,.the.115.km.sand./earth.road.between.Serowe.and.Shoshong.
in.Central.District.was.constructed.as.a.pilot.project.to.demonstrate.that.it.was.
both.technically.and.economically.feasible.to.construct.rural.roads.using.labour.
intensive.methods..

•
•
•

Rural Roads used a mix of labourers and machines, 
loading gravel by hand into steel - fab buckets 
drawn by tractors. The method is described as 
labour based. 

Screening aggregate for bituminous surfacing (Otta 
seal) was carried out by hand.

Labour intensive methods were used successfully, 
utilizing labourers and donkey carts for road con-
struction.

Labour intensive methods means that no motorised 
equipment is at all being used in the operations.

Brooming of the base prior to priming.

Building the Organisations Building the Organisations
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In. 1982,. the. MLGLH. decided. that. over. the. subsequent. five-year. period. the.
methods.developed.during.the.pilot.project.should.be.implemented.throughout.
the.country..

Training and a positive gender distribution
Since. the. training. of. “Gangleaders”. (supervisory. staff). started. in. Serowe. in.
1981,. there. has. been. a. constant. focus. on. training. under. the. programme. for.
labour.intensive.construction.and.maintenance.of.earth.roads..The.Field.Training.
Unit.(FTU).was.established.in.Molepolole.in.1985.as.part.of.the.Roads.Training.
Centre.(RTC)..The.centre.played.an.important.role.in.training.and.motivating.
technical.assistants.and.foremen.from.the.district.councils,.and.a.considerable.
number.of.these.were.women..

The.training.programmes.at.the.FTU.provided.training.at.the.levels.of.Gang-
leader.and.Teamleader..Further.training.to.supervisors.was.given.at.the.RTC.in.
Gaborone..Apart.from.equipping.the.staff.with.technical.skills,.the.courses.also.
provided.good.administrative,.managerial.and.supervisory.skills..The.continuous.
need.for.different.courses.was.met.by.introduction.of.training.courses.to.suit.the.
needs..

The.training.courses.in.labour.intensive.road.works.have.been.beneficial.for.the.
development.of.career.opportunities.for.women..The.following.is.the.distribution.
by.gender:

The figure shows the distribution by gender for the Labour Intensive Courses run by the 
FTU in Molepolole.

Norad funding
From.1982,.Norad. solely. funded. the. site. training. and. construction.of. roads,.
whereas. technical. assistance. to. the. programme. was. provided. through. the.
International.Labour.Organisation.by.joint.funding.from.Norad.and.the.Swedish.
International.Development.Agency..

From.1990,. the. technical.assistance. to. the.programme.was. funded.by.Norad.
alone,.in.addition.to.financial.support.and.technical.assistance.to.the.RTC.and.
the.FTU..

Achievements and recommendations
By.the.end.of.1991.more.than.1200.km.of.roads.had.been.constructed.as.all-.
weather. earth. roads. using. labour. intensive. methods,. of. which. 130. km. were.
gravel..The.experience.from.the.use.of.the.labour.intensive/-based.methods.on.
projects.can.be.summarized.as.follows:

The training of the students involves surveying 
and exposure to construction techniques.

The training, career and employment opportunities 
in labour intensive road works have had a positive 
gender distribution.
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Tecnical Assitants,
maintenenace

Supervisors

Team Leaders,
maintenenace

Senior Gangleaders

Gangleaders

FEMALE MALE

Many Norwegian engineers were recruited through 
the Norwegian Peace Corps for providing technical 
assistance to the District Councils in the use of La-
bour Intensive  Methods.
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After the road was completed the nearby residents 
were employed to maintain the same road they had 
constructed. 

The.availability.of.a.work.force.close.to.the.project.needs.to.be.assessed.
The.traffic.volume.needs.to.be.assessed.carefully.prior.to.construction.
Selection.of.appropriate.soils/materials.is.vital.for.the.production.output.
A.road.width.of.5,5.metres.appears.to.be.the.most.appropriate.
Balancing.of.the.operations.by.labourers.vs..machines.requires.thought.
Projects. can. be. constrained. by. wage. discrepancies. due. to. neighbouring.
projects.(e.g..drought.relief.projects,.industrial.employment.and.other.types.
of.manual.work).

1998: Reviving labour based methods in contracts
Labour.based.road.construction.carried.out.by.citizen.contractors.became.part.
of.the.1998.four-year.agreement.of.the.Institutional.Cooperation.between.Roads.
Department.and.NPRA..The.same.year.Roads.Department.implemented.a.strat-
egy. to.achieve. the.Government.policy.with. its.objectives.concerning.poverty.
alleviation.laid.down.in.National.Development.Plan-8,.which.states:.

“ each Ministry should identify budgeted and planned maintenance or other 
recurrent activities as well as development projects that should be implement-
ed using labour approaches and the labour intensive components of the social 
safety net should take the form of a permanent programme to be specifically 
targeted to the poor”.

Pilot contract: Tswapong access roads
Part.of.the.reviving.of.labour.based.methods.was.to.develop.citizen.contractors.
to. take.on.such. road.projects..Two.roads,.Pilikwe. to.Mhalapitsa.and.Gootau.
to.Sekweng,.were.selected.from.the.Tswapong.Access.Roads.programme.for.
letting. as. pilot. contracts.. Representatives. from. NPRA. and. the. International.
Labour. Organisation. were. included. in. the. Task. Force.. Construction. using.
labour.based.methods.in.this.context.refers.to.an.optimal.use.of.labourers.and.
plant.with.labourers.as.the.first.choice.of.technology..Equipment.could.be.used.
where.cost-effectiveness.and.quality.would.otherwise.not.be.possible.to.achieve.
with.labourers.only.

The.contract.was.awarded.in.2003,.but.was.terminated.after.14.months.as.the.
implementation. ran. into. difficulties..All. involved. parties. contributed. in. their.
own.way.to.the.termination.of.the.contract,.and.the.key.shortcomings.were.as.
follows:

Roads.Department:
Since.the.projects.were.commissioned,.Roads.Department.had.a.commit-
ment..However,. this. commitment.was.not.backed.by.a. full. awareness.of.
the.requirements.throughout.the.organisation,.i.e..training.of.staff.to.fully.
understand.the.implications.of.such.a.contract.was.lacking.

The.consultant:
Both. project. roads. were. designed. initially. for. implementation. using.
machines.. In. re-designing. the. roads. the. consultant. could. have. made.
specifications.more. labour-friendly.. For. example,. better.material. sources.
could.have.been.selected.instead.of.hard,.cemented,.gravel.that.was.difficult.
to.load.by.hand.

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Labourers were supposed to be used whenever 
appropriate instead of machinery in the Tswapong 
access road contracts.

Building the Organisations Building the Organisations

The cattle chaser reduces animal related accidents 
considerably according to the police.
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The.contractor:
The.following.main.shortcomings.became.critical.for.the.contractor:

Not.adopting.productivity.based.remunerations.from.the.beginning.
Poor.ergonomics.e.g..loading.into.trucks.using.inappropriate.methods.and.
a.poor.site.layout.
Poor.supervision.of.the.works.
Running.the.two.projects.as.one,.hence.not.allocating.sufficient.resources.
Delays.in.engaging.a.training.engineer.
High.staff.turnover,.for.example,.of.the.Site.Agents.and.training.engineers.

In.conclusion,.the.Contractor.was.not.able.to.finish.the.two.contracts.within.the.
contractual.requirements,.and.he.therefore.sub-contracted.both.these.contracts.
to.a.machine-based.contractor.in.agreement.with.Roads.Department..The.work.
was.then.completed.on.time.late.in.2004,.within.the.original.contract.sum.

Expanding the labour based routine maintenance programme
Routine. road.maintenance. includes. important. activities. that. are. necessary. to.
keep.the.road.reserve.and.the.road.itself.in.an.acceptable.condition.so.that.the.
road.users.can.travel.safely..These.include.grass.cutting,.cleaning.ditches.and.
culverts,.de-littering,.cattle.chasing,.pothole.patching,.etc..

The. Task. Force. that. was. in. operation. for. the. Tswapong. Access. Roads. also.
established.a.programme.for.expanding.routine.maintenance.using.labour.based.
methods..The.NPRA.representative.in.the.Task.Force.was.responsible.for.the.
coordination.of.the.demonstration.project.together.with.the.Roads.Department.
project.engineer..A.consultant.was.engaged.in.training.of.citizen.contractors,.
enabling.them.to.tender.for.-.and.carry.out.-.the.work..The.NPRA.involvement.
was.part.of. the. Institutional.Cooperation.with.Roads.Department,. funded.by.
Norad..

The. demonstration. project. covered. 252. km. of. roads. and. was. completed.
successfully.

Full-scale implementation of labour based methods
Due.to.the.positive.experience.with.the.demonstration.project,.Roads.Department.
extended.the.labour.based.maintenance.work.in.2002,.to.cover.more.than.430.
km..The.training.and.development.of.42.mixed-grade.contractors.was.carried.
out,. of. which. many. are. now. able. to. tender. for,. and. undertake,. routine. road.
maintenance.work.using.labour.based.methods..By.the.end.of.2006.more.than.
800. km. of. roads. were. maintained. by. labour. based. methods,. and. the. Roads.
Department.intends.to.gradually.extend.this.length.on.an.annual.basis..

Former.Director.of.Roads.Mr..A..Nkaro.said:.

“My Department has experienced that labour based methods 
used in routine maintenance work is cost-effective and the end 
result is very good. I am pleased to have learnt that this type of 
work creates employment in the rural areas and thereby assists the 
Government in its effort to eliminate poverty”.

Former Director of Roads, Mr. Andrew Nkaro

•
•

•
•
•
•

Building the Organisations

Changing the approach from machine (above) to 
labour-based methods (below). The employees are 
given task work, which means that they are paid for 
work done, not just for coming to work. 20 - 40 % 
of the contracts is paid as wages, money that goes 
back to the communities.

“Keep the country clean” is a national campaign. 
De-littering by labour-based methods gives many 
people employment and is the most practical 
method.
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The challenges

Pavement design
A.major.challenge.at.the.time.of.the.start.of.development.of.the.road.network..
was. the. absence.of. any.manuals/guidelines. for. road.design. and. construction.
based. on. local. experience.. Neither. could. Batswana. engineers. and. technical.
staff.with.experience.be.found,.seeing.no.paved.roads.had.yet.been.constructed.
in.the.country..Similar.conditions.to.Botswana.could.be.found.in.parts.of.the.
neighbouring.countries,.however.their.technical.know-how.could.not.be.easily.
tapped.as.they.were.under.United.Nations.sanctions.for.political.reasons..

The.road.engineers.had.to.acquaint.themselves.with.recent.research.especially.
in. South. Africa. by. reading. reports. and. by. applying. the. findings. into. their.
approaches.to.pavement.design.and.road.construction..Even.in.the.literature.from.
the.neighbouring.countries.it.was.difficult.to.find.appropriate.design.standards.
for. Botswana. conditions.. The. reason. was. probably. that. none. had. yet. gone.
as.far.as.the.Rural.Roads.in.Botswana.in.applying.bituminous.seals.on.roads.
carrying.extremely.low.traffic.in.remote.areas.where.construction.materials.in.
places. were. virtually. unobtainable.. Design. standards. from. the. neighbouring.
countries.would.make.it.economically.impossible.to.construct.the.roads.under.
these.circumstances,.even.more.so.for.traditional.standards.developed.in.Europe.
and.USA..

Kalahari sand subgrade
The. most. widespread. subgrade. soil. in. Botswana. is. the. Kalahari. sand. that.
covers.about.80%.of.the.land.area..The.Kalahari.sand.varies.in.thickness.from.
a.few.metres.to.approximately.300.metres..A.typical.feature.of.this.type.of.soil.
is. the. ability. to. freely. drain. away. rainwater. by. percolation. into. the. ground,.
which.means.there.is.hardly.any.surface.water.in.the.Kalahari.sand.belt.of.the.
country.

Basalts and granitic rock types, that 
are more familiar in road engineering, 
are confined to the eastern part of the 
country while in the south, west and 
north west Kalahari sand and calcrete 
dominate.

Technical Aspects 
- New Knowledge
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The map shows the geological occurrence of road building materials in a simplified 
manner.
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The.Kalahari. sand. is. single. sized,.which.means. that.most. particles. have. the.
same.size.and.therefore.give.a.high.void.volume..Depending.on.the.type.and.
content.of.very.fine.clay.particles.between.the.sand.grains,.the.sand.can.settle.
under.heavy.loads.and.can.also.be.very.unstable.and.difficult.to.compact.and.
handle.by.construction.plant..However,.once.confined.in.a.pavement,.the.Kala-
hari.sand.is.normally.able.to.withstand.heavy.wheel.loads..

The. compaction. characteristics. of. these. sands. are. such. that. they. can. be.
compacted.over.a.wide.range.of.moisture.contents.without.a.significant.change.
in.density.(see.graph)..Compaction.at.the.lowest.possible.addition.of.precious.
construction.water.is.therefore.the.most.economical..

Gravel and rock qualities in short supply 
The.most.economical.road.construction.materials.are.those.of.sufficient.quality.
for.the.intended.use.and.occurring.as.near.the.road.as.possible..Good.knowledge.
of.the.engineering.properties.of.these.naturally.occurring.materials.is.therefore.
essential.for.designers.and.supervisors..Unfortunately.research.in.this.field.of.
engineering.is.often.directed.at.roads.carrying.higher.traffic.volumes.than.was.
the.case.for.construction.of.the.secondary.roads.in.Botswana..

In. the.Kalahari.sand.regions.of.Botswana. the.main.source.of.gravel.material.
for. road. construction. is. the. whitish,. pedogenic. material. called. calcrete. that.
has. been. formed. commonly. through. leaching. and. cementing. processes. near.
depressions.and.ancient.watercourses..These.gravel.materials.possess.unusual.
properties.and.occur.in.very.varying.qualities.for.road.construction.purposes..
Often.the.deposits.are.found.under.thick.layers.of.sand.(overburden).that.need.
to.be.removed.before.the.gravel.can.be.reached..Hard.rock.sources.of.a.quality.
that. is. commonly. specified. for. traditional. types. of. bituminous. surfacing. can.
hardly.be.found.in.this.part.of.the.country..

In.the.eastern.part.of.Botswana.one.can.find.familiar.types.of.gravel.deposits.
formed.after.weathering.of.basalt.and.granitic.rocks..The.quality.of.these.gravels.
is.normally.better.for.road.construction.purposes.than.the.quality.of.those.found.
in.the.Kalahari.sand.belt..Selection.in.the.borrow.pit.however.needs.to.be.carried.
out.carefully.in.order.to.prevent.contamination.of.the.better.qualities.of.gravel.
with.the.poorer.materials..Hard.rock.sources.of.a.good.quality.for.bituminous.
surfacing. are. normally. available,. but. commercial. quarries. are. found. a. long.
distance.apart.and.the.establishment.of.a.project-specific.quarry. is.extremely.
costly.

Calcrete 
Calcrete.can.occur.in.many.different.forms.from.whitish,.fine.calcified.sand.to.a.
nodular.gravel.material,.to.solid.rock..All.these.types.of.calcrete.have.different.
engineering.properties.and.the.Rural.Roads.teams.utilised.successfully.even.the.
poorer.types.of.calcrete.in.the.base.course..

Calcretes.have.an.unusual.composition.and.may.exhibit.unusual.properties.for.
use. in. a. road.pavement..Typical. design. limits. for. common. soil. tests. are. not.
appropriate.for.distinguishing.the.good.quality.from.the.poor.one,.and.revised.
interpretation.of.laboratory.test.results.is.necessary..At.times.non-standard.tests.
may.even.be.required..Research.conducted.in.Botswana.since.1980.has.indi-
cated.that.calcrete.can.be.used.successfully.in.the.base.course.of.roads.carrying.
2.millions.80kN.Equivalent.Standard.Axles,.meaning. these.materials. can.be.
used.on.parts.of.the.main.road.network..

Moisture/Density curve for typical Kalahari sand.

Technical Aspects - New Knowledge Technical Aspects - New Knowledge

In the south, west and north western part of the 
country the only road building materials available 
are Kalahari sand and calcrete. Borrow pit in the 
Tsabong area.
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Hardpan        Nodular  
calcrete       calcrete

Powder        Calcified  
calcrete       sand

Four common types of calcrete occurring in Botswana.

The.Rural.Roads.teams.sometimes.mixed.20.-.30%.of.Kalahari.sand.with.the.
calcrete.in.order.to.improve.the.engineering.properties.of.the.material,.as.the.
gravel.becomes.less.plastic,.the.bulk.density.and.strength.increases,.the.demand.
for.water. is. less. and. the. soluble. salt. content. is. reduced..As. the. borrow. pits.
were.often.located.far.from.the.road,.the.volume.of.material.to.be.hauled.for.
the.pavement.layers.had.to.be.considered..The.technique.of.mixing.sand.with.
the.calcrete.then.had.a.positive.effect.on.reducing.volume.and.thus.making.it.
economically.more.viable.

Soluble salts weakens the bituminous seal
In.the.Kalahari.sand.regions.it.is.not.uncommon.that.soluble.salts.in.the.calcrete.
gravel.or. in. the.construction.water,.or. in.both,. leads. to.problems. in.utilising.
otherwise.good.gravel.sources..The.consequences.of.having.soluble.salts.in.the.
base.course.below.a.bituminous.seal.is.disintegration.of.the.upper.base.course.
layer.in.service..This.condition.leads.to.extensive.forming.of.small.potholes.and.
weakening.of.the.edge.of.the.bituminous.seal..

The.Rural.Roads. teams. applied. special. construction. techniques. that. enabled.
successful.use.of.materials.having.high.contents.of.soluble.salts..The.chosen.
method. was. normally. to. allow. the. base. course. to. dry. after. compaction. and.
subsequently.broom.off.salt.that.had.migrated.to.the.surface.before.applying.the.
bituminous.prime..Priming.and.sealing.was.carried.out.as.soon.as.possible.using.
increased.amounts.of.bitumen..If.the.primed.surface.showed.signs.of.loosening-
up,.it.was.broomed.off,.patched.and.primed.for.a.second.time.before.sealing..
None.of.the.roads.constructed.in.this.manner.have.shown.signs.of.damage.to.the.
seal.in.their.service.life..

Drainage
The.dry.climate.in.Botswana.did.sometimes.lead.the.Norwegian.engineers.to.
underestimate.the.required.effort.on.drainage..Large.culvert.structures.that.at..
first.glance.appeared. to.be.over-designed.showed.serious.under-capacity.and.
huge.damage.made.by.scour.down-stream.was.observed.on.many.occasions..

Compared to rectangular concrete box culverts, pipe culverts of corrugated 
steel often gave problems with blockages by trees due to swirling by the inlet, 
even at large diameters. Subsequent over-topping caused erosion. A bridge 
later replaced this culvert on the road to Mmadinare.

Typical salt damage on surfaced road.
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The photographs shows the situation up-streams 
and down-streams.
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Utilisation of local materials

Construction in Kalahari sand
A.common.challenge.for.a.road.construction.unit.not.being.familiar.with.the.
Kalahari.sand.belt. is.simply.to.move.around.on.the.construction.site.without.
getting.stuck!.It.takes.drivers.and.machine.operators.some.time.to.familiarize.
themselves.with.such.conditions.when.starting.up.projects.in.these.regions..One.
often.had.to.put.a.considerable.effort.into.the.construction.of.temporary.roads.
from.borrow.pits.in.order.to.keep.the.production.output.up..

The. next. challenge. for. the. construction. supervisor. would. be. to. compact.
the. material. and. thereafter. manage. to. apply. the. subsequent. layers. without.
destroying.what.was. already. constructed..Over. the.many. years.Rural.Roads.
carried.out.construction.of.roads.in.these.regions.they.learned.to.master.these.
conditions.. Simple. procedures.were. developed. in. close. cooperation. between.
their.laboratory.and.pavement.designer.on.one.side.and.the.construction.staff.
on.the.other..

In.areas.where. the.Kalahari.sand.was. loose.and.unstable. it.became.common.
procedure.to.add.a.small.amount.of.calcrete.gravel.to.the.sand.subgrade..The.
subgrade.was. then.processed. together.with. the.added.gravel.and.compacted..
One.achieved.the.following.benefits:

The.subgrade.became.durable.enough.to.take.considerable.trafficking,.even.
by.construction.plant,.without.needing.to.be.reworked.later..Thereby.mini-
mal.efforts.were.needed.in.establishment.of.detours..
The.subgrade.achieved.sufficient.strength.to.serve.as.subbase.in.a.pavement.
designed.for.this.traffic.loading.
One.obtained.a.firm.and.-.importantly.-.a.uniform.platform.for.subsequent.
compaction.of.the.base.course.to.a.high.density.over.the.entire.area.

Material prospecting in the Kalahari regions
The.subgrade. soil. in. the.Kalahari. sand.area. is. loose.and.difficult. to. traverse.
even.by.a. four-wheel.drive.vehicle..The.dense.bush.and. the.flat,. featureless,.
landscape.make.ground.investigations.extremely.difficult..Remote.sensing.tech-
niques.such.as.aerial.photographs.and.even.the.use.of.light.aircraft.are.helpful.
in.gravel.prospecting.under.these.conditions..Certain.terrain.features.can.also.be.
disclosed.by.the.use.of.satellite.images..

Regardless. of. the. chosen. method. for. remote. sensing,. it. is. always. necessary.
to. verify. the. material. sources. on. the. ground. and. there. are. features. that. can.
reveal.the.occurrence.of.a.gravel.deposit.that.has.not.been.detected.by.remote.
sensing..Among.the.common.features.that.the.prospectors.utilise.in.their.work.
are.the.slightest.terrain.formation,.plant.indicators.and.traces.of.gravel.particles.
brought.to.the.surface.by.burrowing.animals..

Construction techniques with marginal materials
Over.the.years,.Rural.Roads.developed.work.methods.that.were.ideally.suited.
to. achieve. the.best. possible. results. using. the.fine-grained.gravel. that.was.of.
marginal.quality..These.materials.had.to.be.utilised.to.their.full.potential.in.the.
base.course.of.secondary.roads..Later,.when.private.contractors.unfamiliar.to.the.
area,.started.road.construction.using.the.same.materials,.it.was.not.uncommon.

•

•

•

Appropriate use of the readily available Kalahari 
sand is very economical.

Initial dumping of calcrete to mix into the Kalahari 
sand subgrade gives a good working platform.

The terrain is flat and landform changes can be very 
subtle and it takes experience to acquire sensitivity 
to such minor changes in the terrain.

Plants may be good indicators to find material 
sources.
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that.they.experienced.problems..They.were.unfamiliar.with.the.more.appropriate.
methods. used. by. Rural. Roads. and. when. adopting. their. preferred. traditional.
work.methods.which.suited.the.conventional.materials,.they.often.failed.

A.key.element.in.the.operation.was.the.use.of.appropriate.equipment.for.mixing-
in.the.water.in.the.material..Rural.Roads.utilised.very.large.agricultural.disc-.
harrows.drawn.by.tractors.or.alternatively.large.steel.frames.attached.to.each.
grader,.with.many.agricultural.ploughs.fitted.to.it..With.this.equipment.it.was.
possible. to. shorten. the. time. for.mixing. dramatically. and. thereby. reduce. the.
loss.of.water.by.evaporation,.and.generally.improve.production.output..Loss.of.
water.due.to.evaporation.was.often.critical.for.production.output.in.temperatures.
exceeding.40.0.Celsius.

The.actual.compaction.of.a.pavement.layer.was.carried.out.in.two.phases..First.the.
compaction.of.the.pavement.layer.was.carried.out.by.the.use.of.grid.rollers.that.
were.used.for.building.up.the.layer.in.several.lifts..Then.conventional.vibratory.
rollers.were.only.applied.for.a.final.compaction.after.cutting.of.level.subsequent.
to.the.compaction.by.the.grid.rollers..The.contractors.who.came.after.this.period.
often.omitted.the.first.phase,.which.was.common.when.working.with.traditional.
pavement.materials,.and.placed.the.full.layer.first.before.final.compaction..This.
traditional.method.failed.to.give.the.required.densities.when.using.poorer.types.
of.gravel.often.used.on.secondary.road.projects.in.Botswana.

A. further. lesson. learned. at. the.Rural.Roads. teams.was. to. “forbid”. any.final.
adjustment. of. the. base. course. layer. after. the. grader. had. cut. the. levels.. It. is.
commonly.seen.that.contractors.make.such.final.adjustments.when.high.qual-
ity.-.often.crushed.-.materials.are.being.used..Where.the.base.course.is.made.
of.marginal.quality.natural.gravel.in.the.hot.Botswana.climate,.this.procedure..
creates.a.laminated.and.loose.upper.base.course.that.can.reduce.the.life.of.the.
bituminous.seal.considerably..

Water supplies - “working with nature”
Road.construction.in.Botswana.requires.large.quantities.of.water..Water.must.
be.drawn.from.boreholes,.sometime.more.than.100.meters.deep.in.the.Kalahari.
desert..Due. to. its.geological.origin. the.water. is.often.excessively.saline,.and.
therefore.unsuitable.for.road.construction..The.Rural.Roads.teams.learned.to.
deal.with.the.salinity.problem.by.employing.special.construction.techniques.in.
the.cases.where.alternative.water.sources.were.unavailable..

The. construction. teams. tried. their. utmost. to. “work. with. nature”. in. order. to.
minimize. the. use. of. precious. water. for. compaction.. The. routinely. applied.
measure.was.by.adding.and.mixing-in.water.into.the.materials.after.sunset.in.
order.to.minimise.loss.by.evaporation.

Removing.overburden.from.borrow.pits.before.the.rainy.season.was.attempted.
whenever. possible. in. order. to. allow. water. to. penetrate. deep. into. the. gravel.
seam,. thereby. increasing. the.moisture. content. prior. to. stockpiling..Similarly.
one.tried.to.carry.out.compaction.of.the.subgrade.during.or.just.after.the.rainy.
season. whenever. it. was. possible.. Applying. these. techniques. however. had.
large.consequences.for. the.plant.operations.and.was. therefore.not.a.practical.
alternative.in.all.situations.

Addition of water is often the crucial operation 
timewise.
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Mixing ploughs attached to graders.

Grid rollers are static rollers being pulled by power-
ful tractors at high speed.

Supply of construction water involved the building 
of large temporary pipelines, reservoirs and pump-
ing stations. The longest pipelines that Rural Roads 
built for this purpose on a project was 75 kilometres 
in the Gumare area. 

Livestock animals took the advantage of leaking 
pipelines. In fact they followed the construction as 
the pipelines where removed and placed at new 
locations.
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The Otta seal

History and description of the method
The.Otta.seal.has.taken.its.name.from.the.Otta.Valley.in.Norway.where.the.re-
search.laboratory.of.the.Norwegian.Public.Roads.Administration.(NPRA).first.
tried.this.method.for.bituminous.surfacing.in.the.early.1960s..While.originally.
intended.to.serve.as.a.temporary.measure,.the.experience.of.good.performance.
however.made.the.surfacing.a.permanent,.endorsed,.method..Otta.seals.have.to.
date.been.constructed.in.Asia,.South.America,.six.counties.in.Africa.and.on.a.
very.large.scale.in.the.Nordic.countries..

The.Otta.seal.is.a.sprayed.bituminous.seal.constructed.in.a.similar.manner.as.
traditional.surface.dressings..However,.a.different.choice.of.aggregate.grading,.
binder.type.and.binder.quantity.makes.it.possible.to.successfully.construct.Otta.
seals.from.available.aggregate.sources.that.would.normally.be.rejected.for.sur-
face.dressing..Depending.on.the.criteria.for.service.life.a.single.or.double.layer.
can.be.designed,.or.a.single.layer.that.is.followed.by.a.sand.cover.seal..

Advantages
The.Otta.seal.forms.a.thick.layer.and.uses.soft.bituminous.binders.in.relatively.
large.quantities..These.features.make. the.Otta.seal. ideally.suited. to.meet. the.
challenges.of.the.harsh.climatic.conditions.in.Botswana,.where.a.long.lasting.
bituminous. seal. is. the.one.where. the.binder. remains. soft. for.a. long. time.. In.
contrast,.no.bituminous.road.in.Botswana.is.known.to.have.needed.maintenance.
resealing.due.to.insufficient.strength.of.the.aggregate..The.Otta.seal.appears.to.
fully.meet. the. requirements. that.will.ensure.good.performance.economically.
under.these.conditions,.where.sources.of.high.qualities.of.rock.are.scarce..

The. skill. that. is. required. for. successful. construction. of. an. Otta. seal. is. less.
critical.for.the.end.result.than.is.the.case.with.traditional.surface.dressings..A.
few. simple,. but. important,. adjustments. to. the. work. procedures. are. however.
necessary,.which.the.work.supervisors.need.to.be.aware.of..

The Otta seal in Botswana
The.first.use.of.Otta.Seals.in.Botswana.dates.back.to.the.Oodi.-.Modipane.road.
constructed.under. the.Rural.Roads.project. in.1978..Single.and.double. layers.
were.constructed,.both.on.primed.and.un-primed.base.courses..The.aggregate.
was. screened,.natural,.gravel. from.a.borrow.pit.of.decomposed.granite..Full.
implementation.of.the.method.took.place.immediately.after.the.Oodi.-.Modipane.
road.was.completed,.but.using.a.large.variety.of.aggregate.types.depending.on.
the.available.material.sources.on.each.project..

In. the.middle. of. the. 1980s.Otta. seals.were. not. in. favour. for. a. short. period,.
but.due.to.the.continuity.offered.by.expatriate.staff.recruited.from.the.NPRA,.
cooperating.with.local.engineers,.the.method.again.became.the.first.choice.for.
surfacing.on.the.secondary.road.network..The.design.that.proved.to.be.the.most.
cost.effective.was.a.single.layer.(3-16mm.aggregate.size).followed.by.a.light.
bituminous.sand.cover.seal.made.of.any.available.sand.next.to.the.road.

In. the. beginning. there. was. resistance. to. the. use. of. Otta. seals,. in. particular.
among.professional.expatriates.who.were.unfamiliar.with.the.method..However,.
Batswana.engineers.promoted.the.Otta.seal.after.having.seen.the.method.being.
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Otta seal on the Oodi-Modipane road using decom-
posed granite aggregate from the borrow pit. The 
seal was in service for 10 years.

Otta seals are applied with the same equipment as 
traditional surface dressings. 

A good illustration of the “forgiving” nature of 
the Otta seal method is the fact that many of the 
successful Otta seals have been constructed using 
labour based methods.
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used.by.Rural.Roads.and.subsequently.observed.the.excellent.performance.of.
these.roads..This.continuity.among.local.engineers.was.crucial.when.the.Rural.
Roads.in-house.construction.was.phased.out.in.the.late.1990s.and.the.technology.
had.to.be.introduced.to.consultants.and.contractors.

As.of.today.the.total.length.of.roads.constructed.with.Otta.seals.in.Botswana.
is. 2300. km,. which. amounts. to. 35%. of. the. paved. road. network.. The. Rural.
Roads. in-house. teams. constructed. more. than. half. of. this. length,. but. private.
contractors.are.now.steadily.adding.kilometres.to.the.total.amount.of.Otta.seals.
in.the.country..At.present.there.are.five.ongoing.road.construction.projects.in.
Botswana,.of.which.four.will.have.an.Otta.seal.

The.introduction.of.the.Otta.seal.in.Botswana.is.now.regarded.a.success.story..
The.method.makes.economical.construction.of.durable,.paved,.roads.possible.in.
remote.areas.where.commercial.rock.quarries.cannot.be.found..Roads.Depart-
ment.has.hosted.many.delegations.from.other.countries.in.the.region.that.visited.
the.country.to.see.the.Otta.seals.

Mr. Charles Overby 
Mr. Overby is one of the many Norwegian engineers 
who was involved in spreading the use of the Otta seal in 
Botswana. He was instrumental in the implementation 
of the first Otta seals in Botswana, on the Oodi - 
Modipane road and later the Tsabong - Makopong 
and Sehitwa - Tsau roads. His tireless dedication to the 
development, research and promotion of the Otta seal 
has continued ever since, earning him the nickname 
“Mr. Otta Seal”.

“Mr. Otta Seal” is still working in Botswana under the Institutional Cooperation 
between Roads Department and NPRA, being the coordinator for the revision of 
the Botswana Road Design Manual and the Standard Specifications for Roads and 
Bridge Works. Despite other ventures today, he again becomes the dedicated 
spokesman for this surfacing method immediately when the words “Otta seal” 
are mentioned. This happens frequently, when he is called upon from other 
African countries, as well as from other parts of the world, to inform about - and 
practically implement - the Otta seal.

Rolling of a light bituminous sand cover seal that is 
placed on top of an Otta seal.  This type of seal was 
very durable, and thereby very cost-effective.

Today the Otta seal is being used on main roads in 
Botswana, offering considerable cost savings. 
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The lessons learned
Documentation leading to a Pavement Design Manual
In.1982.Norad.asked.the.Norwegian.Public.Roads.administration.(NPRA).to.
write.up.the.technical.findings.based.on.the.experience.from.Rural.Roads.over.
the.period.1974.-.1982..The.report,.Material.and.Pavement.Design.for.Sealed.
Low.Traffic.Roads.in.Botswana,.formed.part.of.the.technical.background.for.
the.first.issue.of.the.Botswana.Road.Design.Manual-1982..The.chapter.dealing.
with.sealed.low-volume.roads.is.based.entirely.on.the.experience.gained.at.the.
Rural.Roads.teams..The.specified.material.standards.and.pavement.design.set.
out.in.the.design.manual.were.far.less.stringent.than.what.has.been.common.in.
national. standards. for.paved. roads..Botswana.had.developed.standard.design.
documents.that.contain.parameters.unique.to.the.conditions.in.Botswana.

Eight.years.of.performance.data.is.a.minimum.period.of.time.for.developing.
national.design.standards..Thus.there.was.a.need.to.secure.documentation.of.the.
pavement.performance.of. roads.constructed. in.accordance.with. the.standard..
A.Pavement.Monitoring.Programme.for.the.roads.constructed.under.the.Rural.
Roads.project.was.therefore.carried.out.as.part.of.the.Institutional.Cooperation.
between.Roads.Department.and. the.Norwegian.Public.Roads.Administration.
(NPRA)..Monitoring.during. the.period.1985. to.1992.showed. that. the.design.
standards.are.appropriate.provided.the.level.of.workmanship.is.kept.high.

Pavement monitoring continues
In. order. to. ensure. proper. management. of. the. sizeable. paved. road. network.
that. had. been. developed. in. the. early. 1990s,. the. Roads. Department. needed.
to. develop. a.maintenance. strategy. that.was. appropriate. and. cost-effective.. It.
was.vital.to.develop.an.accurate.calibration.of.available.models.for.prediction.
of. future.pavement.deterioration. to. local. conditions.. In. this.manner.one.had.
tools. to. optimise. the. use. of. allocated. funds. for. pavement. rehabilitation. and.
maintenance..In.1993.a.new.pavement.monitoring.programme.was.implemented.
for.this.purpose,.covering.26.road.section.with.different.types.of.pavement..

This.pavement.monitoring.programme.is.still.in.operation.under.the.Institutional.
Cooperation.between.Roads.Department. and. the.NPRA,.partially. funded.by.
Norad,.but.with.a.substantial.input.from.Roads.Department..

New roads, environmental issues and more traffic raise new 
challenges
Among. the. important. purposes. of. good. road. planning. procedures. is. to.
ensure.that.a.project.does.not.achieve.its.own.goals.at.the.expense.of.loss.or.
inconvenience. to. non-beneficiaries. or. future. generations.. These. procedures.
have.been. included. in. the.Guideline. for.Planning.and.Environmental. Impact.
Assessment.of.Road.Infrastructure..Routines.are.set.out.for.screening.processes.
and.pre-facility.studies.are.described,.as.well.as.procedures.for.environmental.
impact.assessment.and.consultations.processes.at.the.different.planning.stages..

The.rapid.expansion.of.the.road.network.and.the.increased.traffic.volumes.have.
created. an. increased. focus. on. the. challenges. related. to. traffic. safety. and. the.
environmental.impact.on.society,.also.having.an.effect.on.the.planning.of.new.roads..
These.challenges,.which.are.related.to.the.function.of.a.road.and.the.road.users.as.a.
diverse.group.with.different.interests,.do.also.affect.the.management.of.the.existing.
road.network.and.the.manner.in.which.existing.roads.serve.society.at.present.and.
in.the.future..Such.analyses,.when.carried.out.in.accordance.with.the.Guideline.for.
Traffic.Data.Collection.and.Analysis,.form.a.rational.basis.for.planning.of.new.roads.
or.upgrading.of.existing.roads..The.purposes.of.upgrading.may.be.for.increased.
capacity,.for.safety.purposes.or.to.alleviate.other.environmental.impacts.

The pavement monitoring programme continues 
and results have been continuously documented.

Research within Rural Roads was documented 
and formed basis for subsequent setting of design 
standards for low-volume roads.

Eleven technical Guidelines have been produced to 
capture the “State of the art” for road construction 
in Botswana. 
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Technical Guidelines preserve knowledge
In.1998.Norad.extended.the.technical.assistance.to.Roads.Department.through.
the.Institutional.Cooperation.between.Roads.Department.and.the.NPRA..The.
main.areas.of.the.programme.were:

General.cooperation.activities.
Application.of.labour.based.methods.in.road.construction.and.maintenance.
Research.and.documentation.of.technical.standards.including.the.preparation.
of.the.Road.Maintenance.Manuals..
Improved.management.and.procedures.

Eleven. technical. Guidelines. have. been. produced. to. date. as. a. result. of. the.
Institutional. Cooperation. between. Roads. Department. and. the. NPRA.. These.
publications.constitute.a.documentation.of.best.practice.on.a.variety.of.aspects.
of.the.planning,.design,.construction.and.maintenance.of.roads,.pertaining.to.the.
local.conditions.in.Botswana..These.Guidelines.are.important.documents.that.
preserve.local.knowledge.acquired.over.many.years.and.will.ensure.uniformity.
of.practice.throughout.the.country.

Roads.Department.is.responsible.for.administrating.the.relevant.sections.of.the.
Public.Roads.Act,.and.assisting.local.road.authorities.by.giving.technical.advice.
on.technical.matters..This.responsibility.involves.assistance.with.the.national.
effort.to.promote.citizen.contractors..The.publication.of.technical.Guidelines.is.
part.of.this.effort..

The. following. technical. Guidelines. have. to. date. been. produced.. Workshops.
were.held.at.the.time.of.launching.each.of.the.documents..

Guideline No. 1  The Design, Construction and Maintenance of Otta Seals (1���).
 Addendum to Guideline No. 1 Seminar Proceedings (June, 2000).
 Addendum to Guideline No. 1 Seminar Proceedings (August, 2005).

Guideline No. 2  Pavement Testing, Analysis and Interpretation of Test Data (�000).
 Addendum to Guideline No. 2 Seminar Proceedings (January, 2002).

Guideline No. 3  Methods and Procedures for Prospecting for Road Construction   
 Materials (�000).
 Addendum to Guideline No. 3 Seminar Proceedings (April, 2002).

Guideline No. 4  Axle Load Surveys (�000).
 Addendum to Guideline No. 4 Seminar Proceedings (January, 2002).

Guideline No. 5  Planning and Environmental Impact Assessment of Road Infrastructure  
 (�001).
 Addendum to Guideline No. 5 Seminar proceedings (October 2003).

Guideline No. 6  The Prevention and Repair of Salt Damage to Roads and Runways   
 (�001).
 Addendum to Guideline No. 6 Seminar Proceedings (April, 2002).

Guideline No. 7  Technical Auditing of Road Projects (�001).
 Addendum to Guideline No. 7 Seminar Proceedings (June, 2003).

Guideline No. 8  The use of Silcrete and Other Marginal Materials for Road Surfacing  
 (�00�).
 Addendum to Guideline No. 8 Seminar Proceedings (June, 2003).

Guideline No. 9  Traffic Data Collection and Analysis (�00�).
 Addendum to Guideline No. 9 Seminar Proceedings (June, 2006).

Guideline No 10 Operating Procedures for Central Materials Laboratory (October �00�).
 Addendum to Guideline No. 10 Seminar Proceedings (August 2005).

Guideline No 11 The use of Kgalagadi sands in Road Construction (September �00�).

•
•
•

•

Technical Aspects - New Knowledge Technical Aspects - New Knowledge

Sketch  from Guideline no 5,  Planning and Environ-
mental Impact Assessment of Road Infrastructure 
(2001).

A dual carriageway in Gaborone.
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Norad phases out the support to Botswana

The.agreements.initiated.in.1972.between.the.Governments.of.Botswana.and.
Norway.developed.over.three.decades.of.fruitful.cooperation..The.road.sector.
was.one.of.the.main.sectors.supported.by.Norad.during.this.period..Botswana.
has. to. a. large. extent. achieved. the.goals. that.were. set. for. the.major. areas.of.
the.cooperation..Importantly,.Botswana.has.had.the.motivation.and.economic.
strength.to.continue.the.programmes.from.the.time.when.the.Norwegian.sup-
port.was.phased.out.

The. Norwegian. Public. Roads. Administration. (NPRA). was. closely. involved.
right. from. the. start. since. a. major. part. of. the. Norwegian. expatriates. were.
recruited. directly. from. NPRA.. From. the. early. 1980s,. NPRA. took. an. active.
part. in. assisting. Norad. in. the. assessment. of. the. professional. background. of.
applicants.before.Norad.and.the.Botswana.Roads.Department.could.proceed.to.
approve.candidates.

The management of Roads Department on a visit to Oslo in July 1998. From the left: Andrew 
Nkaro, Judith Nwako and Mike Pinard.

The.Norwegian.Embassy.in.Gaborone.was.closed.at.the.end.of.1998.and.was.
relegated.to.the.status.of.having.only.a.chargé.d’affaires..Just.before.this.time.
Norway.and.Botswana.agreed.on.a.new.Institutional.Cooperation.programme.
between. the. Botswana. Roads. Department. and. NPRA. for. a. duration. of. four.
years..For.various.reasons.the.programme.was.not.finalised.before.mid.2007,.
but.all.components.were.completed.and.Botswana.covered.all.the.costs.incurred.
after.the.Norad.support.was.withdrawn.from.this.programme.in.2003.

Just prior to the closing down of the Norwegian 
embassy by the end of 1998, the Botswana 
Government hosted an official dinner for the 
Norwegian diplomats based in Botswana and 
for the rest of the diplomatic corps. During the 
dinner the Vice President of Botswana Mr. Festus 
Mogae said, “Norway must not fade away from 
Botswana”.

The Cooperation Between the two 
Institutions Continues

Some project officers assigned to the Institutional 
Cooperation Programme between RD and NPRA.
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Staying with the Institutional Cooperation 

New agreement
In.November.2004.a.new.agreement.was.signed.between.Roads.Department.and.
NPRA.for.Institutional.Cooperation.in.the.period.2005.to.2010..This.agreement.
took.the.Institutional.Cooperation.further.with.a.budget.of.P18,4.millions,.of.
which.the.Government.of.Botswana.is.responsible.for.83%..Norad.and.NPRA.
support.the.programme.with.about.15%.and.2%,.respectively..

Continuation of projects - a fruitful contact
The.main.activity.will.be.the.revision.of.the.Botswana.Road.Design.Manual.and.
the.Standard.Specifications.for.Road.and.Bridge.Works,.which.consume.about.
60%.of.the.total.budget..Other.projects,.such.as.the.continuation.of.the.Pave-
ment.Monitoring.Programme,.Guideline.for.Highway.Safety.Planning,.revision.
of.the.Public.Road.Act.and.general.assistance.on.selected.topics.are.also.part.of.
the.new.programme.

The.programme.for.Institutional.Cooperation.is.managed.through.a.Technical.
Forum.in.a.similar.manner.as.the.previous.programme.

Director’s of Roads, Botswana and Norway met at NPRA Headquarter in May 2001 for a 
Technical Forum meeting for the Institutional Cooperation. From left: Kjell Levik, Andrew 
Nkaro, Olav Søfteland, Barry Kemsley.

The Institutional Cooperation required close follow
-up from both RD and NPRA in order to ensure 
smooth implementation and delivery.  Mr. Mmoloki 
Baele and Ms. Kesebone Mosepele have both acted 
as the RD coordinators.

The signed agreement cover the period from 2005 
– 2010.
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FACTS ON BOTSWANA

Botswana is entirely landlocked on the southern African Plateau bordering South 
Africa, Zimbabwe, Zambia and Namibia, and straddles the Tropic of Capricorn. The 
mean altitude above sea level is about 1000 metres. The size of the country is roughly 
similar to France or Texas. The Kgalagadi (Kalahari) desert covers about 80% of the 
land area and the largest wetland delta in world, the Okavango delta, is located in the 
northwest.

Map of Botswana.

The key figures in the table below depict to the world the success story of Botswana. 
From being among the 10 poorest countries in the world 40 years ago, Botswana has 
now one of the healthiest economies on the African continent and is classified as a 
“upper middle income” country, according to the World Bank criteria.

Land area 581.730 km2 of which 17% National parks

Topography and climate Flat. Very hot and dry

Head of state President: Festus Mogae

Population 1,85 million

Main exports Minerals, agricultural products

Road network under the responsibility of Roads 
Department...............................................................................:
Paved roads...............................................................................:
Unpaved roads........................................................................:

8.916 km
6.367 km
2.549 km

Employees total Roads Department 1.885

Botswana key figures.

ANGOLA ZAMBIA

ZIMBABWE

NAMIBIA

SOUTH-AFRICA

OKAVANGO ZAMBEZI

XAMXUI

KASANE

MAUN
DOBE

GHANZI

RAKOPS
FRANCISTOWN

ORAPA
SELIBI-
PHIKWE

SEROWE

MAHALAPYE

MOLEPOLOLE

JWANENG MOCHUDI

RAMOTSWA

LOBATSE

GABORONE

BOTSWANA

TSODILO
HILLS
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Language 
The official language is English and the national language is Setswana. 

History 
The semi-nomadic San people were Botswana’s first inhabitants and later on Bantu-
speaking tribes from the north moved into the area before the first millennium. 
European missionaries arrived in the mid-19th century and in 1885 the British 
established the Bechuanaland Protectorate at the request of the eminent Chiefs in 
order to counter Boer expansion from South Africa and Ndebele incursions from the 
north, led by Mzilikazi. By 1895, Cecil Rhodes’ British South African Company hoped 
to annex Botswana, prompting three Batswana chiefs to persuade Queen Victoria 
to uphold chieftainship in order to keep their land under British control. The British 
administered the Bechuanaland Protectorate until 1966 when full independence 
was granted under the leadership of Sir Seretse Khama. Discovery of diamonds in 
1967 brought new opportunities and rapid growth to Botswana. Today the country 
is considered one of Africa’s success stories of good governance, anti-corruption and 
boasts healthy foreign reserves. 

Government 
Botswana is a multi-party democracy. Under the Botswana Constitution, legislative 
power is vested in the Parliament, which comprises the president as ex-officio 
member and a unicameral National Assembly. Within the assembly are the speaker, 
the attorney general (non-voting), 40 elected members and four members specially 
elected by the assembly. Elections are held every five years. A 35 member House 
of Chiefs advises on tribal matters. The Botswana Democratic Party has governed 
Botswana since independence. 

Economy 
Based on diamond mining, tourism, financial services industries, cattle ranching and 
manufacturing. 

In the north of the country, the largest wetland delta in world  ‘The Okavango delta”, which attracts tourists in 
large numbers from all over the world. 

Currency
Pula and Thebe (one Pula = 100 Thebe).

Botswana has one of the largest populations 
of elephants remaining in Africa. Most of the 
elephants are located in the river-based end 
hinterland woodlands in Chobe, Linyanti, Kwando 
Moremi and Nata areas. The population in this 
area was estimated as being between 46,500 and 
63,000 in 1989/90, with over 7 elephants for every 
10 square kilometres.

The Okavango Delta is one of the finest wild-
life reserves in Africa. Tourism has become an 
important income for the country.

The Three Dikgosi Monument in Gaborone  showing 
the three Chiefs , Kama III, Sebele I and Bathoen I 
who went to see Queen Victoria in 1885.
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1)

AA Anglo American
ADB African Development Bank
ADF African Development Funds
BADEA Arab Bank of Economic Development in Africa
CIDA Canadian International Development Agency
DANIDA Danish International Development Agency
DDF Domestic Development Fund
DFID Department for International Development, UK
EEC European Economic Cooperation
GoB Government of Botswana
IBRD International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (World Bank)
IDA International Development Agency
KFAED Kuwaiti Fund for Arab Economic Development
Kfw Kreditanstalt fur Wiederaufbauen
SIDA Swedish International Development Agency
UNCDF United Nations Capital Development Fund
USAID United States Agency for International Development
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